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MSU uses a variety
of weapons in 3rd victory
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for 36th Emmy presentation
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Decision on atomic plant's future awaited

One of Paducah area's major employers still in limbo
By DAVID McCORMICK
Associated Press Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. (API - For
30 years the federal government's nearby atomic fuel plant
has been the area's largest industry, employing 1,300 people
and creating related jobs for
thousands more.
Now, the U.S. Department of
Energy is considering closing
the plant, and the people who
hold those Jobs are worried
about losing them.
"We're kind of in limbo right
now," said K.W. "Red"
Reynolds, president of Local
3550 of the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers union. "We
won't know anything until
sometime after the first of the
year."
Plant manager Ralph Donnel-

ly said he's optimistic the plant
won't be closed.
"We're certainly going to
make it tough on them to do
that," he said, explaining that
management has been asked to
prepare a report arguing why
the facility should remain in
business.
The Paducah plant is one of
three in the country that produce enriched uranium for use
as nuclear generator fuel. They
use a gaseous diffusion production method that experts say is
less economical than new
methods being developed. The
prospect of cheaper production
and an uncertain outlook for
nuclear power demand has
caused the government to propose closing one of the three.

mile plants operate under contract to private companies, with
the Martin Marietta Corp. running the Paducah plant. It is
smaller than the plant near
Portsmouth, Ohio, and larger
than the one in Oak Ridge, Tenn,
Science Applications Inc., a
La Jolla, Calif., research firm,
has been hired by the Energy
Department to study the impact
that a plant closing would have
on each city. The impact,
balanced against the operating
costs that could be saved, will
determine which, if any, of the
plants will be closed.
The decision is expected early
next year.
The Oak Ridge plant appears
most vulnerable to some
observers because it is the
oldest and most expensive to

operate, partly because the electricity it buys from the Tennessee Valley Authority is more
expensive than the other plants'
utility bills.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
has said Energy Secretary
Donald Hodel told him the Oak
Ridge plant was in more jeopardy than the Paducah facility.
Donnelly agreed. "We do have
an advantage here in that our
power costs are lower," he said.
"That will probably be a big
consideration."
The Paducah plant probably
will be found to be the most important of the three to its local
economy, Reynolds said. "This
area really depends on this
plant. The other two areas all
have something else to fall back
on," he said.

The Oak Ridge area has other
big generating plants, and the
Piketon plant is located In a
more industrial area than
Paducah, Reynolds said.
The Paducah plant is Kentucky's largest consumer of
electricity and a major market
for the state's coal. It also accounts for sales of $14 million annually to local suppliers and subcontractors, according to a state
Energy Cabinet study.
The state study concluded that
nearly 5,000 people earning $125
million a year would lose their
jobs if the plant closed. More
than 1,200 of those would be in
the coal business and almost 800
in the electrical industry.
Tax losses to state and local
governments were estimated at

$25 million.
Donnelly said he would not be
surprised if the government
decides the social cost of closing
one of the plants outweighs the
savings of new technology
"It is definitely a possibility
that all three may continue to
operate for some period of
time," he said.
In the meantime, Reynolds,
the union leader, and Donnelly
said employees remain hopeful.
-This is a close-knit bunch of
people here," Reynolds said.
"Nobody's bailing out yet."
Donnelly added: "I think people have a somewhat optimistic
attitude. They're not blase, certainly, but the fact that we
haven't been written off entirely
is buoying."

Chamber looking for 100 recruits
as membership drive approaches
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce has
more than 350 members - about
as many as Murray's much
larger neighbor, Paducah, can
claim. But with more than 1,000
businesses listed in Calloway
County, the chamber figures it
can improve its membership
figure considerably.
The chamber is beginning a

membership drive next week,
which it hopes will be a good
start toward the recruitment of
100 new members over the next
year. Some 80 or 85 new
members were brought into the
chamber last year. It's a sign of
the group's new, aggressive
posture that Executive Vice
President Steve Zea feels an
evenutal membership of 500 is
"realistic."
"What we want is to have a lot

Voter registration sites
to be placed around city
The League of Women Voters
of Murray-Calloway County are
reminding local citizens that the
registration deadline to vote in
the November general election
is Tuesday, October 9.
All U.S. Citizens, 18 years of
age before the November 6 election, are eligible to vote. Other
qualifications for voting include
proper registration in the county
and 30 days residency in the
state and precinct.
Unregistered voters may
register at the County Clerk's office. 2nd floor in the Court
House, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs., and from 8:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m. on Fridays.
The league, in cooperation
with the local chapters of AAUW
and BandPW, will sponsor
registration tables in the following locations:
- Curris Center, MSU
Wednesday. Sept. 26. 9 a.m.-12
noon;
- Curris Center, MSU Thursday, Sept. 27, 9 a.m.-12 noon;
- Court Square. 5th and Main
Friday, Sept. 28, 3-6 p.m. •

- Court Square, 5th and Main
Saturday, Sept. 29, 9 a.m.-12
noon:
- Wal-Mart, Saturday, Sept.
29, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
The League also notes that it
is necessary to register in the
County Clerks Office if you
move from one precinct to
another within the county, or if
you wish to change your party
affiliation. If you change your
name by legal action or by marriage, you must notify your
precinct clerk on Election Day
at your polling place. If you have
not voted for four consecutive
years, your name will be dropped from the poll list and you
must re-register. Call the County Clerks office if you have questions concerning your precinct
or polling place at 753-3923.
Voters in the November
General Election will be electing
the U.S. President, Vice President, U.S. Senator and Congressman from Kentucky, and
city and county school board
members.
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Today: MosUy cloudy with
a 70 percent chance of
thunderstorms. High in the
lower to mid 80s. South wind
10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Cloudy with a 20
percent chance of
thunderstornis. Low in the
upper 60s. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny and
very warm with a 20 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 90s.
LAKE LE VELA
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake
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355.4

of people involved in the
chamber, broaden our base of
support and have an opportunity
to work with them," Zea explained. "We don't do anything
out here that's not for the benefit
of businesses and individuals."
To generate some publicity for
its latest membership drive, the
chamber has designated two
recuritment teams that will
compete against each other.
Murray State football Coach
Frank Beamer and basketball
Coach Ron Greene will be at the
helm of the respective teams.
Team members will win daily
prizes for having recruited the
most new chamber members,
and a grand prize of a $100 gift
certificate at Corn-Austin will be
awarded.
Beapier's team consists of Anna' Requarth, Donna Herndon,
Ed Chrisman, Ted Delaney and
Mike Holton; Greene's includes
Tommy Sanders, Bennie
Purcell, Randy Saladin, Harry
Patterson and Charles Walston.
Since many business people
don't understand just what the
chamber does, much of the success of a membership drive
depends on "people knowing
people," Zea said.
What the chamber does now is
quite a bit more than it used to
do, officers say. The group has
taken a strong role in the last
couple of years in recruiting
business and industry and in
promoting tourism.
The chamber was heavily involved, for instance, in persuading Briggs & Stratton to
locate its lawnmower motor
plant in the former Tappan
building. The same was true of
the South Eastern Book Co.'s expansion into Murray.
The chamber has been a
strong pusher for the national
Boy Scout museum, and for
other development that would
attract tourists to the area A
rest station currently being built
north of the Commerce Centre
will provide water and sewerage
disposal facilities for campers,
and is seen as a way of keeping
travelers in Murray for a night
Other chamber projects include Leadership Murray,
whose second class has just been
selected; developme.nt of a
special section on Murray to be
published in the Kentucky
Business Ledger, encouraging
downtown renovation, conducting small business seminars
and hosting meetings with
legislators; working for a fourlane Benton bypass, and conducting the annual Citizen of the
Year banquet.
Membership in the chamber
costs $100 for businesses plus additional dues depending on the
number of employees Those
dues pay for almost the entire
chamber budget of $40,000-plus
Besides paying staff, the
chamber spends its budget on
such things as publications
(distributed free) and industry
recruitment.

Members of the Humane Society's youth group. PAWS, are busy planning the Second Annual
PAWS Pet Fair to be held Sept. 29, at the Depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. The fair will
feature a petting zoo, game booths, face painting, an auction and a pet fashion show. For more information, call 759-4141. Pictured L-R are Leslie Blaustein, Stacey Paschall, Matt Lawson. Sponsor April Park, Kelly McDonald and Laura Lawson,

Humane Society's PAWS
to sponsor special pet fair
The Humane Society of Calloway County will
hold its Second Annual PAWS Pet Fair on
Saturday, September 29, from 10-4 p.m. at the
depot in the new City Park.
The fair is largely a project of PAWS, the
youth organization of the society, and will
feature games, prizes, pet obedience
demonstrations, a petting zoo, and an ample
concession stand. Baked goods and gifts will
also be on sale.
The highlights of this year's fair will be a pet
fashion show at noon and an auction at 1 p.m.
The fashion show is open to all pets in the com-

munity and prizes will be given in two
categories: best pet owner costume and most
original pet costume. Rules for entering the
fashion show are available from any sponsoring merchant or by calling 759-4141.
The auction will feature many new and
valuable items donated by local businesses.
These items will be on display and silent bids
will be taken during the morning of the fair.
There is a small admission charge, and all pro
ceeds will help support the Humane Society's
programs.
•

"".

Dr. Gary Boggess, Dean of the College of Environmental Science at Murray State University, talks
with Kris Kimel. right, during a two day seminar held recently at Shakertown. The seminar, which
dealt with statewide long range planning, launched the work efforts of Kentucky Tomorrow: The Commission on Kentucky's Future. The commission, of which Boggess lea member, was formed by Lieutenant Governor Steven I Heshear to create a statewide citizens planning program.
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Historical Society to hold
27th annual tour in October
The 27th Annual tour of the
to Sewanee, for the campus of
Jackson Purchase Historical
the University of the South.
Society will be led by a new tour
The coat for double occupany
director. Professor William E
of the motel room, bus, and the
Wilson, chairman of the English
furnished meals is $68. Members
Department at Marshall County
should try to arrange their own
High School and a resident of
roommate. For single rooms.
Gilbertsville. Wilson replaces
add $14 for a total of $81.
Dr. Hunter Hancock who has
Reservations must be receivmoved to Lexington
ed by the secretary, Miss
The 1984 tour is set as a twoMargaret Heath, 1202 Joe
day affair on Friday and SaturCreason Drive, Benton, Kenday, October 12 and 13, with
tucky 42025, by October 1. NonChattanooga as the focal point.
members will be acepted if a
The group will stop in Murcheck is forwarded and a vacanfreesboro on Friday for a trip
cy exists. There will be no
through the antebellum mansion. Oaklands. The grand banquet on Saturday night will be at
Hatchland Hill Inn in
Clarksville.
The sites to be visited in the
Chattanooga area include Friday afternoon stops at the Confederama, Lookout Mountain,
The final Five-Day Plan to
and Point Park. The night will
Stop Smoking scheduled for this
be spent at Admiral Benbow
year will begin tonight at the
Inn. Friday night's meal is free
Murray -Calloway County
form, but the bus will run to the
Hospital. The class will meet
Monday through Friday.
Chattanooga Choo Choo
Restaurant.
September 24-28 from 7 to 8:30
p.m. in the hospital's Third
Each person will be responsible for breakfast and lunch on
Floor Classroom.
Saturday. The day's tours in.
Co-sponsored as a community
service by MCCH and the
elude Chickamauga National
Military Park, Missionary
Seventh Day Adventist Church
Ridge, Orchard Knob, and then
of Murray, the program is considered by many nationwide to
be the best available program to
help smokers quit the habit, ac-

refunds unless a substitute is
found.
The bus will pick up its first
passengers in Paducah at the
Hannan Plaza parking lot at 5:10
a.m.; Benton First Missionary
Baptist Church, 13th & Main at
5:50 a.m.; and the Murray Bus
Station at 6:30 a.m. There will
be no stops in Mayfield or
Fulton. The group will return
Saturday night with plans to be
in Paducah by 10:30 p.m.
President Helen Wilcox of
Murray urges members to make
reservations as soon as possible.

Stop smoking program
will be held at hospital

HEALTHFUL DONATION — Representatives of Murray State University and Kentucky Health
Systems Agency-West Inc., the former health planning agency, discuss a gift of $13,498 to establish a
scholarship with the university Alumni Association. Presenting the check is Mary J. Mullins,
Louisville. seated second from left, the most recent president of the agency's board of directors. Others
seated are Robert O. Miller, Murray, the agency's first board president and an Alumni Association life
member, and Dr. Kala M. Stroup, university president. Standing are Rex Thompson, Paducah, president of the association, and Donna G. Herndon, director of alumni affairs. The scholarships will be
awarded to students who are pursuing studies in human health related fields. The agency's resolution to
dissolve in 1983 included donations of available cash assets to establish scholarships at Murray State,
the University of Louisville and Western Kentucky University.

Husband, wife
medical team
comes to Murray

Drs. Joyce F. and Robert C. Hughes

A husband-wife medical team,
Murray's first since Drs. Will
and Ora Mason, will join the
staff at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Oct. 1, Stuart Poston,
administrator of the 218-bed
faculty, has announced.
Opening a combined practice
with offices in the Mason
Memorial Medical Arts Building
will be Dr. Robert C. (Bob)
Hughes, a family practitioner,
and his wife, Dr. Joyce F.
Hughes, a pediatrician. Both are
graduates of the University of
Louisville School of Medicine.
The two will begin taking appointments today, and will begin
seeing patients Oct. 1, Poston

Enjoyour
Low-Cost
Auto Loans

cording to Kathie Broach.
MCCH director of health
promotions.
Conducting the sessions will
be Pastor and Mrs. Luther May
of the Adventist Church. Guest
speakers include Dr. Richard
Blalock and Dr. Dan Miller,
local internists, and Lori
Crouch, registered dietitian.
Registration fee for the program is $5. For additional information, call 753-5131 ext. 338.
Preregistration for the FiveDay Plan is not necessary.

noted, adding that in deciding
upon Murray, the doctors were
impressed primarily by the
areas friendly atmosphere, its
good quality of life and the high
standard of medical care
rendered in the community.
Hughes is a native of
Prestonsburg, Ky., in Floyd
County, while his wife, the
former Joyce Forsthoefel, is a
native of Louisville.
The Hugheses are the parents
of two sons, Nathan James, 4,
and Bryan Robert, 21 months.
They are making their home at
1543 Oxford Drive in Canterbury
Estates.

Capt. Mike Watson and Joe Walker of the Murray-Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad, are shown receiving a check from
Wanda Vaughn, Jr. past president and Jannie Alexander, past
president of the Fraternal Order of Eagles, Murray No. 4071.

Young Actors' Guild set to take
to the streets for theatre support
The Community Theatre's
Young Actors' Guild will hit the
streets this evening in support of
Community Theatre's 84-85
season ticket drive
The group of thespians age 13
to 21 will be calling on the local
townsfolk to subscribe to the
theatre's Fall and Spring
season, which will net two important results for the local
theatre.
In addition to helping the
theatre reach its season ticket
goal, the kids will also earn $1
for each subscription sold to produce their own movie.
Playhouse director, Hal Park,
described the special project as

a new educational program for
the theatre's young people.
The result of the project, according to Park, will be to complete a film or video by
sometime this spring. The
season ticket promotion was
developed by the theatre board
to help the kids raise money to
produce their film.
The Young Actors Guild is an
equal opportunity access program to any high school or college student in the area. There
are no dues and the theatre encourages participation of all
groups and Individuals.
If you are interested in
subscription to the theatre's

84-85 season, or becoming a
member of YAG, you may call
the theatre at 759-1752 or write
for more information to:
Playhouse in the Park, P.O. 952,
Murray, KY. 42071.
Season tickets will be on sale
until October 20, 1985.
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Jefferson Starship to perform concert ..ThV.
at Racer Arena; Billy Satellite opener
Jefferson Starship, with opening act Billy Satellite, will perform in concert at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 4, in Murray
State University's Racer Arena.
Tickets are $9 for Murray
State students with identification and $10 general admission
and may be purchased in Murray at the Curris Center, Sunset
Boulevard and the World of

Local Guard has
routine practice
If it's time to replace your old car, let Lincoln Federal help you with an easy
auto loan. We offer a lowlinancing rate on any new car, light truck, or van
you want to buy. There are no restrictions on the make or model. For details
on rates and terms, call or stop by the office nearest you. Get in the driver's
Seat with Lincoln Federal—Your Full-Service Loan Center.

The Murray division of the
Kentucky National Guard participated in a routine full
mobilization practice alert this
weekend, according to Lt. Larry
Nixon
The practice sessions, which
are designed to assist the unit in
speed, accuracy and mobility,
are held periodically, he said

a

Calloway County
board to meet
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Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.

Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold a special
meeting at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 25, at the board office on
College Farm Road Agenda
items will include an executive
session, student personnel, and
the certified staff salary
schedule for 1984-85. The public
is invited to attend

Sound; in Fulton at the
Clothesline; in Paducah at the
Disc Jockey; in Hopkinaville at
Boyd's; in Mayfield at Hart's
Electronics; in Benton at Music
One Stop; in Paris at Leach's
and at the University of Tennessee in Martin.

Two men arrested
Two men were arrested by
Murray Police Department during the weekend.
Ralph Worley, 35, Rt. 1, Hazel,
was arrested Friday and charged with possession of marijuana.
In an unrelated arrest, Keith
Edwards, 20, Dexter, was arrested Saturday and charged
with possession of marijuana,
trafficking marijuana and
possession of drug
paraphernalia
Edwards was housed In
Calloway County Jail as of Monday morning.
Also in jail Is William G.
Baker, also known as William E
Davis, In lieu of $15,000 bond.
Baker was transported here
from the Milan, Mich. federal
correctional institution, where
he was serving time for another
charge, to face a charge of
second-degree possession of a
forged Instrument He was arraigned In Calloway County
District Court Monday morning,
and win appear before Circuit
Judge James Lassiter Friday.
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PERSPECTIVE
Mondale ignores
Soviets' record
Walter Mondale has spent the better part of
three years running for president. He has been a
declared candidate since February 193 and the
presidential nominee of the Democratic Party
since July. And for all of that llme, the public
record is bare of any substantive statement by
Mondale on the subject of Soviet violations of existing arms control treaties and agreements that
the Kremlin is sworn to uphold.
That says a lot about Mondale's mindset on the
arms-control issue. Consider: It Is the Soviets
who remain harshly intransigent on arms control. It is the Soviets who walked out of the
negotiations in Geneva last year on reducing the
numbers of strategic nuclear weapons and
intermediate-range missiles in Europe. And it is
the Soviets who continue to violate existing
treaties and agreements on nuclear, chemical,
and biological weapons.
So whom does Mondale blame for the lack of
progress on arms control? Why, President
Reagan, of course.
The voters, we suspect, will find Mondale's
logic amazing, if not incredible. What should astound them even more is Mondale's aversion to
the merest mention of Soviet arms control violations despite the vast evidence available.
The two latest studies of the Soviet Union's
record of compliance on arms control
agreements only render Mondale's silence all
the more curious. Last Jan. 23, President
Reagan sent Congress a classified report
prepared by the National Security Council staff
detailing seven major violations or probable
violations of existing agreements. Beyond these,
the report acknowledged a general pattern of
Soviet behavior obviously intended to evade and
subvert the limitations of arms•control
agreements.
A second study, conducted independently of
the NSC project, reached similarly ominous conclusions. The White House's General Advisory
Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament,
a group of outside experts, reviewed Soviet compliance with arms control agreements between
1958 and 1983. The committee documented 17
"material breaches" by the Soviets of nine
treaties and four "international commitments."
The report also listed 10 apparent violations for
which the evidence was less than conclusive.
The treaties and agreements the Soviets were
found to be violating read like a Who's Who of
Contemporary Soviet-American pacts to limit
armaments. Among them: The 1972 AntiBallistic Missile Treaty, the 1972 SALT I agreement, the 1979 SALT II Treaty, the 1972
Biological Weapons Convention and the 1974
Threshold Test Ban Treaty.
Mondale seeks to make arms control a principal issue of the 1984 presidential campaign.
Reportedly, the Democrats' private polls suggest that Mondale might score some political
points against the president by playing on the
public's understandable worry about nucler
weapons and fear of nuclear war.
In his effort to exploit the arms-control issue
for partisan gain, Mondale misrepresents the
president's record. Then he suggests that a
phone call to Moscow would somehow prompt
the Soviets to begin negotiating in good faith.
This, we suppose, is politics, however irresponsible. But the Mondale whitewash-by-omission of
the Soviet Union's demonstrable record of
cheating on arms-control agreements goes
beyond the limits of even irresponsible politics.
If Walter Mondale wants to be taken seriously
on the arms control issue, he must first
demonstrate the integrity and backbone to
acknowledge the record of Soviet cheating. That
done, he must then explain how this litany of
Soviet duplicity justifies his own apparent faith
In arms-control agreements as guarantors of
American security.
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royko says

by mike royko

To tell the truth, he's a real loser
When the winning lottery
number was announced on TV,
there was moaning and swearing
up and down the bar. But Herbert
took it calmly. He shrugged and
said: "Unlike these fools, I was absolutely certain I wasn't going to
But how could you be sure?
Anybody with a ticket has a
chance.
"No, that isn't true. I don't know
how it's done, but somehow things
are rigged so that certain people
can't win. People like me."
What do you mean, people like
you?
"We have certain
characteristics."
Such as?
"Well, let's start with Hawaii. I
don't like Hawaii. I would never
consider going there."
So?
"So this. About half the people
who win a big lottery say the same
thing: They're going to use some of
their winnings for a vacation in
Hawaii. Never Paris or a villa near
Rome. Never Martha's Vineyard
or Palm Springs. It's always
Hawaii. Why do people who suddenly get rich want to fly thousands
of miles to eat a pig cooked in a

hole in the ground?"
An interesting question
"Yes, and another reason I don't
qualify is that I don't have a sister
In California."
What does that have to do with
it?
-The ones who don't go to Hawaii
usually say they are going to use
their winnings to visit their sister
in California. How's that for life in
the fast track?"
I suppose it could be livelier.
"Yes, and I'm not going to buy
any new furniture or a new TV set
or add a rec room to my house,
which winners always say they're
going to do. I would announce that I
was going to burn down the dump
and every dull object in it."
Your wife wouldn't like that.
"That's probably true. So I would
also announce that I was going to
retain the best divorce lawyer in
America to rid me of her."
That's rather callous of you, considering all those years she's given
you.
"Actually, it's generous of me.
It's not like I was going to hire someone to bump her off, which I
could well afford to do if I won the
lottery. Now,that would be callous.
And I wouldn't do it unless she was

unreasonable."
But what would your friends
think'
"As friends, I hope they would
understand. I would write them letters, explaining everything and
telling them how I was going to
save our friendship."
How would you do that?
"By having nothing further to do
with any of them."
That's not very friendly.
"Of course it is. Human nature
being what it is, if I won they would
all become terribly envious. This
would cause friction in our friendship. So to save them from this
painful situation, I would tell them
that I didn't want to see them
again. And if they showed up, I'd
have my bodyguards throw them
out."
But wouldn't you share some of
your new wealth with them?
"That would be a terrible thing to
do to my friends. It would make
them dependent upon me, which
would be wrong because they
would never know if they would
have succeeded in life on their own.
Naturally, they'll fail on their own.
But at least through failure they
will come to know themselves.
That precious self-knowledge

would be my true gift of friendship
to them."
But how can somebody live
without friends and loved ones?
"Oh, that's no problem. I would
simply go to the French Riviera
and put ups sign on my yacht saying : 'I have $40 million. Do you love
me?' Believe me, the world is filled
with loving people. They would probably love me so much they would
be willing to do light housekeeping
and my laundry, too."
But you can't just spend your life
as a playboy. "Why not? Why can't
there be just one lottery winner
who looks into the TV cameras and
says: 'I am going to quit my job,
dump my wife, shed my friends,
and use my wealth to do all the
unspeakable things most of you
dream about, but are ashamed to
admit."
Because that would discredit the
lottery. It isn't intended to shatter
marriages and turn decent men into sinful idlers.
"You might be right. So if I ever
win, I'll revise my plan. I'll stay
with my wife."
That's the way.
"Yes. And I'll get six
mistresses."

heartline
Note: EPA estimated fuel

consumption is 29 mpg
city, 41 mpg highway
Your actual mileage may
differ somewhat

cr,

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
William Barker, superintendent
of the Murray Electric System,
urged all electrical customers to
drastically cut back their electrical
use because a coal shortage at the
TVA steam plants is seriously
threatening the region's power supply for the winter.
Members of the Calloway County
Board of Education are Calvin
Key, Robert Ross, Bill Stubblefield, Luble Parrish and Ferrell
Miller. William B. Miller is
superintendent
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Alderdice on
sept. 18, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David Jones and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Crouch, both on Sept.
19.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Parker at 903 Payne St. has been
named as Yard of the Month by the

Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Lowell Palmer was guest
speaker at a meeting of the Independence United Methodist
Church Men and Women on Sept. 5.
Twenty years ago
Finis Davis, past president of
Lions International, was the
featured speaker at the 25th anniversary dinner of the Murray
Lions Club held at the Student
Union Building, Murray State College, on Sept. 22. Joe Pat James
was toastmaster. Bryan Tolley and
Dewey Ragsdale, charter
members, were recognized. Music
was by Don Oliver, Dianne West
and Mike Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Smotherman
of Rt. 1, Hazel, will observe their
50th wedding anniversay on Sept.
27.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie spoke

letter to the editor
To The Editor,
The Purchase Area Spouse
Abuse Center provides a shelter to
victims of domestic violence. Last
year over 250 women and their
children were provided shelter and
598 crises calls were received
The Purchase Area Spouse
Abuse Center serves the eight
county Purchase Area, as well as
surrounging states when needed.
The eenter offers telephone
crises counseling, referral services, non-resident counseling, as
well as shelter to victims of
ddmestic violence and their
children.
The Kentucky General Assembly
passed Senate Bill 17 which added
a new section of KRS Chapter 403
This act allows persons who are
victims of domestic violence and
abuse to obtain effective ahort
term protection against further
violence. The act also expands the
ability of law enforcement officials

to effectively respond to situations
involving domestic violence.
As Director of the Purchase Area
Spouse Abuse Center, I feel it is important to share accurate information about our services and about
the new laws to residents in the
Purchase Area.
The week of October 8-14 is National Domestic Violence Week.
NBC will be showing the movie,
"The Burning Bed." starring
Farah Fawcett on October 8. This
Is a true story of a woman subjecting to spouse abuse and the
devastating effects on the family.
It is a powerful film and story and
should increase interest in the subject of domestic violence.
Sincerely,
Connie C. Moran
Director
Purchase Area
Spouse Abuse Center
PO Box 98
Paducah, Ky 42001

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline. 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed
In this column.

HEARTLINE: My grandmother
is 83 years old. She draws a small
social security check, is covered by
Medicare, but still can't afford the
kind of medical treatment that
most of us do manage to afford. I
usually fill out her Medicare
claims for her, and am amazed at
the number of times we have heard
back from Medicare that the item
or service is not covered by
Medicare. It is infuriating that one
of the most costly medical
necessities — medications — are
not covered by Medicare. I would
venture to say that there aren't
many senior citizens, especially
with her advanced age. who do not
need one kind of prescription
medicine or another. Sometimes I
feel that, even though the
hospitalization part of Medicare is
fairly good, we could dispense with
about "Importance of Religion In
the doctor coverage for monthly
Today's Activities" at a meeting of
visits to the doctor, and instead
the Home Department of the Murhave coverage for the prescripray Woman's Club. She was intions. In my grandmother's case.
troduced by Mrs. Charlie
her monthly visit to the doctor is
Crawford.
$15.00, whereas her monthly
Thirty-six new members were
medication charges are in excess
welcomed in the Calloway County
of $80. I know that there are many
High School Chapter of the Future
other elderly persons who would
Homemakers of America at a remuch prefer to pay their charges
cent meeting.
for a doctor's visit theirself, and
The Calloway County
know that their prescriptions,
Genealogical Society met in the
eyeglasses, dentures and dental
home of Mrs. James Byrn.
services be covered. Her last pair
Thirty years ago
of eyeglasses, which are tri-focals,
Pvt. Robert S. Cole, son of Mr.
cost her $120 in 1980. She really
and Mrs. Clem Moore, has been
needs to have a new pair made, as
promoted to acting platoon
she can hardly see out of the ones
sergeant in the Third Armored
she now has. She doesn't complain
Division at Fort Knox. He entered
about it, but when she can't even
the service on Sept. 7.
read the labels on foods at the
Mr. and Mrs. Al V. Farless will
supermarket, then I know she realobserve their 50th wedding anly needs new glasses. My brother
niversary on Sept. 28.
and I are her only living relatives,
Vera and Walter Hutchens,
and with both of us in college, we
operators of Dairy Ann, have purjust can't buy the glasses for her. I
chased Farmer's Cafe.
know that the current administraClarice Rohwedder and Charlene
tion has made many changes in the
Robinson presented a program at a
Medicare program, and want to
meeting of the Music Department
know if they will help her to pay for
of the Murray Woman's Club. They
the eyeglasses. K.L.
were introduced by Mrs H. Glenn
Doran.
ANSWER: Unfortunately. no.
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath of MurThere is only one service performray is attending the annual
ed by an optometrist that is
meeting of the Executive Board of
covered by Medicare: treatment
the Kentucky Baptist WM12 in
for aphakla. This is a new benefit
Louisville. She is president of the
which was not available before JuSouthwestern Region of the WMU.
ly 1, 1982 Aphakia lathe absence of
the natural lens of the eye This
condition may be congenital or the
lens may have been removed in the
By Ken Wolf
course of cataract operation or
Some common words have many
other sir surgery. Natural lenses
meanings. Such a word is "sucare often teplaced by either temcess." We all define it differently—
porary postsurgical lenses or by
and yet assume in conversation that
permanent lenses, but they may
other people are of course) using
also be compensated for by special
the term in the same way we are.
cataract eyeglasses. All such
Here is a use of that word, taken
replacements. Including cataract
frcim William Ralph Inge's More
eyeglasses, are covered by
Lay Thought.of a Dean 119311, that
Medicare Glasses and contact
might slow us down a bit:
lenses for other conditions are not
You can generally get success
covered.
If you do not want victory.

thoughts in season
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MURRAY TODAY
Luncheon, golf, bridge planned by wornen
Ladies day events will
be held at the Murray
Country Club on
Wednesday, Sept. 26
A luncheon will be
served at noon with Patsy Miller and Lynn Stout
listed as chairmen of the
hostesses Reservations
should be made by today. Monday
Also serving will be
Alice Purdom. Bonnie
Jones. Patsy James,
Rainey Apperson, Jane
Babb, Faye Austin,
Charlotte Barker, Debbie Branch. Ophie
Spieland, Freda Steely
and Dot Emerson.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Mary
D. Hall listed as the

hostess.
Golf will be played at
9 30 a.m. with Inuit Orr
as golf hostess. The
lineup is as follows
Tee 1 — Evelyn Jones,
Jereiene Sullivan, Betty
Jo Purdom and Inus
Orr,
Tee 2 — Madelyn
Lamb, Cathryn Garrott,
Anna Mary Adams and
Ethelene McCallon.
Tee 3 — Toni Hopson,
Jane Fitch, Louise
Lamb and Barbara
Stacy:
Tee 4 — Martha Sue
Ryan, Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker and
Exie Hill;
Tee 5 — Mary
Frances Bell, Nancy

Haverstock. Edith Garrison and Rebecca
Irvan;
Tee 8 — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Mary Bell
Overbey, Frances
Parker and Frances
Richey,
Tee 7 — Mary Baize
Eddie Mae Outland and
Mary Watson
Anyone not listed who
desires to play may
come and be paired at
the tee.
Winners from play on
Wednesday. Sept. 19,
have been released by
Frances Richey, golf
hostess, as follows:
Championship flight
— Mary Bogard and
Betty Jo Purdom, tied

for low gross, Inus Orr
for low net;
First flight —
Margare Shuffett, first
low gross, Frances
Hulse, second, and
Cathryn Garrott low
net,
Second flight —
Ethelene McCallon,
first low gross, Ve
Severna and Virginia
Schwettman, tied for
second;
Third flight —
Frances Parker and
Rebecca Irvan, tied for
first low gross.
Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
low net:
Overall low putts,
Martha Sue Ryan.

Hospital lists
babies and
dismissals
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
Sept. 17, were released
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Henderso2,
mother, Carla, Rt. 1,
Dexter;
Baby Girl Middleton,
parents, Teresa and
Ricky. Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Diane McMillen,
102 North 12th St.; Mrs.
Belinda K. Norsworthy.
Box 292, Murray; Miss
Diane Olive, D-1 Embassy Apts.;
Miss Angelis Marie
Snyder and baby boy,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.; Miss
Regina Faye
Pridemore, 719 Nash
Dr.; Cody K. Adams,
Rt. 8;
Mrs. Narita A.
Youngblood and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Joshua David Smith, 514
Broad St.; Mrs. Bettie
D. Jones, Rt. 1:
Sam Wade, Fern Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Gracie Pauline
Garland, Almo; Francis
Wilkerson, 206 South
11th St.;
W. Loyd Wilkinson,
Rt. 4; Julius H. Cooper,
Rt. 4; Edgar Earl
Underwood, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Virgil J. Garland (expired), Rt. 1; Mrs.
Jewell McSwain (expired), Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Eva P.
Hartley (expired), 1702
Farmer Ave.

(Cont'd on page S)

By Abigail
Van Buren

Teen-Age 'Footsie' Gets
Neighbor's Dressing-Down
DEAR ABBY: Recently I went
away for a week. Before leaving, I
hired a neighbor's I7-year-old son to
look after my dog, plants and mail.
I've known this boy and his family
for about 10 years and felt'that he
could be trusted with my home and
possessions.
When I returned home a day
ahead of schedule, I got the surprise
of my life when I walked in and
found my house sitter all decked out
in my best clothes—high heels,
makeup, wig, the works! He explained that he liked to dress up in
women's clothes, and he didn't think
I'd mind.
I not only "minded,"! was furious!
He was even wearing my underwear,
including a brand-new slip I had
never worn.
I ordered him to get out of my
clothing immediately,then I phoned
his mother. When I told her about
her son, she made a joke of it. I
demanded that she pay to have my
clothes cleaned, but she refused and
said I was making too big a deal
over a small thing.
Abby,this is no small thing to me.
I feel that my privacy has been
invaded, and I can't bear the
thought of putting those clothes on
until everything has been drycleaned or laundered.
As for my neighbor's 17-year-old
"Tootsie," I think he needs counseling. Am I wrong?
ANGRY IN
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.

"sick" or some kind of weirdo.
Are there others like me? Or do
you think I'm sick?
V. IN WEST NYACK, N.Y.

DEAR V.: I wouldn't call you
"sick"; immature would be a
more appropriate description.
Mature people realize that
tastes vary, and they are not in
the least concerned about what
their friends think. And yes,
many men prefer voluptuous
women and are proud to be seen
with them.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure this letter
won't be printed, but so what? At
least I will have let off some steam.
It concerns the letter about the truck
driver who wants to get mamed.
The stupid, selfish idiot! There isn't
a man worth his salt who would
marry a woman and then go trucking.
My husband and I are a truckdriving team,and we did not become
that until we were in our 50s. We've
been married for many years, and
this is a present to ourselves. We've
always wanted to drive an 18wheeler. Truck driving is no job for
a man who can't take his wife along.
As for "Lady Trucker from Michigan," who suggests a man trucker
should team up with a woman
trucker to keep from getting too
lonesome—she doesn't give a tinker's damn if she walks on the heart
of a trucker's wife. Tramps like her
are a dime a dozen. I hope she gets
DEAR ANGRY: No. The boy kicked in the head by some of her
or his family should comply with joy-boy drivers. Maybe that will
your demands. And if "Tootsie" knock some sense into her. Sign this...
has trouble accepting himself
TRUCKING TWOSOME,
for what he is (a transvestite),
ALAMOGORDO, N.M.
he needs counseling.
•••
•••

newly& °osier 713-3314
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*Tommy Lon Jones
PlIntand In Waistiarn Ky.

DEAR ABBY: My problem is that
I prefer big women. I can't tell you
why, but I've always found big
women very appealing. I am 22,
outgoing and athletic. I'm 5 feet 9
inches tall, with curly black hair
and blue eyes, and women consider
me attractive.
I've been secretly dating
beautiful women for about Sthree
years now. I always take them to
out-of-the-way places because I'm
afraid if my friends saw me with
them, they'd probably think I was

(Do you hate to write letters
because you don't know what to
say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations,
how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an
interesting letter are included
in Abby's booklet,"How to Write
Letters for All Occasions." Send
your name and address clearly
printed with a check or money
order for $2.50 (this includes
postage) to: Dear Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

AVON OPEN HOUSE
Come See Avon's New Christmas Line
Featuring the

"Gallery Collections"
4111,101.011CNIIMILZIMGCA

ebeeleul id. 713-3314

Free Gifts & Door Prizes
Where: Golden Corral
When: Wed. Sept. 26
Noon t* 8 P.M.

Denalia Park
has tallest peak
Denali National Park
is dominated by Mount
McKinley, which at
20.320 feet is the tallest
peak in North America.
This 13-million acre
wilderness is 250 miles
south of the Arctic Circle. according to National Geographic
Traveler.

Wedding vows said at church
Rita Gall Jenkins,
daughter of Lewis and
Shirley Jenkins of
Frankfort and James
Samuel Rector, son of
Guy and Nancy Yelton
of Lebanon, Term., were
married Saturday, Aug.
4, at 7 : 30 p.m at Thornhill Baptist Church,
Frankfort
The Rev. William
Hartung peformed the
ceremony.
Nuptial music was
provided by vocalists
Doug Jenkins, brother
of the bride; Beverly
White of Danville; Stacy
Moore and organist
Ruth Blackwell, both of
Frankfort; pianist Maly
Baker.
Jennifer Grisham of
Lexington was the maid
of honor.
Bridesmaids were
Susan Byars of Hazel,
Elizabeth MacDonald of
Frankfort and Anne
Jenkins, sister-in-law of
the bride, of Frankfort.
Donna Yelton, sister
of the groom kept the
guest book.
Jerry Jenkins, of Murfreesboro, Term., was
the best man.
Ushers were Billy
Burton, brother-in-law
of the groom, of Mt.
Juliet, Tenn., Doug
Jenkins, brother of the
bride, of Frankfort and
Rick Robertson, of
Knoxville, Term.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony at the
church.
Assisting at the reception were Mrs. Julie
Dawson of Frankfort,
Sandra Bandy of Irvington and Mrs. Wily
Baker of Murray.
Following a wedding
trip to Florida, the Rectors are making their
home in Murray.
Mrs. Rector is a 1983
graduate of Murray

Mr. and Mrs. James Samuel Rector
State University where
she received a degree in
special education. She is
currently employed at
the Marshall Co. Exceptional School, Benton.
Mr. Rector is a 1980
graduate of Austin Peay
State University,
Clarksville, Tenn.,
where he received a
degree in English/jour-

nalism. He is employed Grisham, Mary Herrod,
as Sports Editor of the Doris Travis and BrenMurray Ledger & da Travis; a personal
Times.
shower given by Julie
A rehearsal dinner Dawson and Jenny
was hosted by Mr. and Grisham; a bridesmaid
Mrs. Guy Yelton at cookout hosted by Anne
Frankfort Country Club, Jenkins; a
Frankfort.
miscellaneous shower
Pre-nuptial parties in- given by Jennifer
cluded a miscellaneoqs Grisham and Elizabeth
shower given by Nancy MacDonald.

Mrs. Byrn attends state DAR district meeting
Mrs. James M. Byrn. project to disseminate
Regent of the Captain information about the
Wendell Oury Chapter. Statue and its unique
Daughters of the place in past and curAmerican Revolution, rent history was
recently attended the presented. DAR
Kentucky Society First Chapters throughout the
District DAR meeting at country and overseas
the Holiday Inn will be presenting proHolidrone in Bowling grams and collecting
Green. Mrs. Tracy W. funds for the restoration
Neal of Lexington and of Miss Liberty.
The DAR is a society
other state officers
reported on the state of documented direct
programs of the society descendants of men and
women who served in
for the 1984-85 year.
The Statue of Liberty the military or gave

public service during
the Revolutionary
Period from 1775-1783.
The Revolutionary
Ancestors of several
ladies, in the local
chapter had descendants who settled in the
Jackson Purchase and
Pennyrile areas,
The local chapter
membership also in cludes ladies whose
Revolutionary
Ancestors lived in all
parts of the nation. The
chapter ladies live in

Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
The Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter was
organized in 1948 by the
late Mrs. Warren
Swarm, a descendant of
Capt. Oury. Five
charter members still
hold active memberships in the chapter.
The objectives of the
Society are historic
preservation. promotion
"of education, and
patriotic endeavor.

Thompson family reunion held at center
The descendants of
the late George
Washington and Lucinda Jane Paschall
Thompson met for their
annual reunion on Sunday, Sept. 2, at the Corn.
munity Center at
Puryear, Tenn.
Those attending were
the following:
Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Thompson. ?Ars. Myrtle
Rose Hill, Mrs. Judy
Hill Hinson. Mark Summers, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry McCree, Mrs. Inez Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Kirkendoll,
Myra, Cindy. Johnnie
and Connie Kirkendoll,
Kimbley Pooler, .all of
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sadie K. Cooper,
Mrs. Jennie Sykes, Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes, Brian and Amanda, Mrs. Ivah Buie, Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Under-

cgp@p@
After thirteen years in prison,
Billy Met sun thought
hed met up with everything.
until he nrt up'nth
his own daughter Jonsy

Wirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkera editor

wood, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Lilburn Martin, Paris, nae Broach and Mrs
Moody, Mrs. Saucie Tenn.; Rita Cook, Big Robbie Grubbs
Tyler. Mr. and Mrs. J.V. Sandy. Tenn ; Mrs. Her- Puryear, Tenn.
Hill and Mrs. Letha
CraM, all of Puryear,
Tenn.
•
Mrs. Lorene Smith,
Memphis. Tenn.; the
CHICAGO (AP) — Muggers and purse snatRev. and Mrs. Hattie
chers beware. Little old ladies are being trained
Cook, Wingo:, Mr. and
to use their umbrellas. Secretaries are learning
Mrs. Johnny Farmer.
to make their pens dangerous. And window shopRusty, Jody and Amy.
pers are being educated in the most painful ways
Springville. Tenn.; P.M.
to wield a handbag.
Shrader, Greenbrier,
Fred Degerberg, whose martial arts school
Tenn.; Herman
teaches classes in fighting dirty, says the tradiSchrader, Mr. and Mrs
tional martial arts are effective in street fighting
Gene Schrader and
"but take years and years to master." So,
Adriane. Hazel,
years ago, he began offering six-week courses in
Mr. and Mrs. Alton
dirty fighting and street weapons.
Wilcox, Bald Knob,
"A lot of people come into the school who just
Ark.; Mrs. Minnie Bell
want to learn something to help them survive in
Schrader, Mrs. Myra Jo
a big city," Degerberg said in a recent interview.
Farley, Max, Kay and
"And in a survival situation, you have to learn to
Keith Farley. Murray:
use everything available."
Mrs. June Jennings.
In one workshop, students learn to use comJim and John Jennings,
mon items such as pens, umbrellas, belts, keys
Shelbyville. Tenn.
and handbags to defend themselves. Different
Friends attending
weapons are effective at different ranges, and
were: Joyce Gillihan,
several items have multiple uses, Degerberg
Bruce McCree and
said.
"An umbrella can be used in three ways. You
can thrust and stab with the ends. And if you
open it quickly you can use it as a giant shield
between you and the attacker And opening it
quickly creates a diversion that could give you
enough time to get away," he said.

Women trained

•

TACO TUESDAY
2 Crispy Tacos $1.19

Offor Good All Day

064 Coupons -

Limit

TOCO JOHNS.
Across from MILO Stadium
Open 10 A.M. Dolly

Special Discount Prices
During September
Old Photographs Can Be Made To Glow
Again Scratches. Cracks And Stains Can
Be Eliminated Excellent Gift Ideas,
In TM Old
Moments Bide.
492-
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Couple plans wedding for Nov. 24
Mr and Mrs. Pat Carson of Hazel announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Patricia
Ann, to John Michael
Kurtis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Kurtis of
Elmhurst, Ill.
Miss Carson is a 1980
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
is attending the College
of DuPage part time.
She is employed by Illinois Auto Electric of
Elmhurst, Ill.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Era Buchanan and the
late Tom V. Buchanan
of Hazel and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Van Carson of
Murray.
Mr. Kurtz attended
York High School and
the College of DuPage.
He is employed by the
Illinois Tollway System.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs.
Florence Kutselas and
the late George
Kutselas of Chicago,
Ill., and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Gust Donaldson of
Ogema, Wis.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday,
Nov. 24, at 4 p.m. at the
Christ United Methodist
Church of Elmhurst, 920
Swath, Elmhurst, Ill.
A reception and buffet
dinner will be at 6 p.m.
at the Yorkfield Civic
Center, Elmhurst.
After a Florida honeymoon the couple will
reside in Elmhurst.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 24, lift

Oaks Club ladies plan events for Wednesday
Activities for the lunch will follow
ladies of the Oaks CounThe pairings are as
try Club have been plan- follows
Tee 1 — Laura
ned for Wednesday.
Sept. 28
Parker. Rozella Henry,
Bridge will be played Sue Stone. Jane Barnett
at 9 30 a.m with Mary and Mary Montgomery;
Montgomery as hostess.
Tee 2 — Burlene
Murrelle Walker and
Brewer, Joy Fortin.
Essie Caldwell will be
hostesses for a Monkey Carol Dick, Hazel Beale
Sallyanne Sawyer:
Golf Tournament at 9:30 and
a.m. Members note the
Tee 3 — Sue Wells.
change in time A picnic Barbara Blalock, Deb-

We Pardue, Melva Hatcher and Erma Tuck.
Tee 5 — Grace James.
Earlene Woods, Linda
Oliver. Robbie
LaMastus and Nancy
Bogard,
Tee 6 — Jennifer
Crouse, Evelyn Wallis,
Linda White, Martha
Barnett and Marge
Heitz;
Tee 7 — Doris Rose,
Florence Hensley, Irene
Woods, Anita Thornton
and Martha Broach;
Tee 8 — Shelba
Barnett. Linda Roach,
Mary Wells, Shirley
Wade and Mary C.
(Cont'd from page 4)
2, Hazel; Mrs. Donna Lamb_
Newborn admissions Jean Norsworthy, Rt. 7,
Winners for the team
and dismissals at the Mayfield; Mrs. Ruth S. scramble
on WednesMurray-Calloway Coun- Wilson, Rt. 5.
day, Sept. 19, were
ty Hospital for Tuesday,
Sept. 18, were released
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Foy,
parents, Glynda and
Denny, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Baby Boy Irvan,
parents, Debra and
Barry, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Jeffrey Loyd Call, Rt.
2; Mrs. Terri L.
Burkeen, Rt. I, Dexter;
John Kyle Leveave, Rt.
2, Cadiz;
Mrs. Barbara Cordell,
Puryear, Tenn.; Scott
Allen Taylor, 1 501
Mildred Dr.; Mrs.
Phyllis Duo, 81 Shady
Oaks Trailer Park;
Mrs. Alisa Mae
Lassiter and baby girl,
Hardin; Mrs. Sheryl F.
Allbritten, 1613 Belmont; Mrs. Ida Mae
Hudspeth, 107 Pine St.;
Mrs. Vela G. Clayton,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
James Henry Jenkins,
Rt. 1, Hickory; Mrs.
Christine Melton,
Dexter;
Mrs. Alma Lee Patterson, Hazel; Mrs.
Margaret T. Bradberry,
Rt. 2, Dresden, Tenn.;
Mrs. Hayrus L. Fair,
1607 Dodson;
Jessie Ryan Key, Rt.

Hospital lists...

Patricia Ann Carson and
John Michael Kurtis to marry

Coming community events are listed
Monday,Sept. 24

Monday,Sept. 24

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7683
————
Five-day program,
designed to help people
stop smoking, will start
at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital. For information call 753-5131, extension 338.
————
Founders' Day at
Murray State University will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in Wrather West Kentucky Museum. An open
house will follow with
exhibits on display in
the museum galleries.

Mother" at 7 p.m. in
private dining room,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Tuesday, Sept. 25

PTO will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Carter Center.
————
Film, ''Two
Masters," will be shown
————
at 7 p.m. in Cumberland
Non-denominational Room, Curris
Center,
Bible Study will be at 7 Murray State
p.m. in Cumberland University.
Room, Curds Center,
————
Murray State UniversiTraining session for
ty. For information call tutors of
free adult
753-7217.
reading program will be
at 6:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church, 111
Tuesday,Sept. 25
North Fifth St.
Murray Lions Club
————
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Humane Society of
the Murray Woman's
Calloway County will
Club House.
hold its first fall
————
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) annex of Calloway
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Public Library.
at the Health Center.
''Richard— III" by
————
Shakespeare will be
Senior Citizens ac- shown at 7 p.m. in Room
tivities will be at 9:30 208, Faculty Hall, Mura.m. at Dexter Center; ray State University, as
Betty Sledd Group of from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at part
of International
First Baptist Church Hazel and Douglas Film
Festival.
Women will meet at 6:30 Centers; from 10 a.m. to
————
p.m. in Fellowship Hall. 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Charles Snead,
————
————
French hornist, will be
District 17 Unit 1
Quilt Lovers will meet featured in Faculty
Licensed Practical at 6 p.m. at Calloway Chamber
Music Conert
Nurses Association will Public Library.
at 8 p.m. in Recital Hall
sponsor a workshop on
————
Annex of Fine Arts
"The Expectant
Carter-Robertson Center, Murray State

Tuesday,Sept. 25
University.
————
Singles of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p.m. at 602
Elm St. All singles are
invited.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will rrieet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Marshall Co. Ladies
Full Gospel Fellowship
will meet at 10:30 a.m.
at Ken-Bar Inn.
————
American Diabetes
Association will meet at
7 p.m. in Classroom
Two, ground floor,
(Cont'd on page 6)

* * * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST,*

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

D&T
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th Murray, Ky.
Ui !

a.
41

Ui
—J
0.

a.

WHAT DO THESE WOMEN HAVE IN COMMON?

They are all losers! That's right losers! These five women have lost a combin
ed weight of
lbs and have kept it off for over a year In becoming losers
they have also become winners, an inspiration to others, but more important,
person
themselve
they
•
s can love
How did they manage this remarkable feat,The Diet Center, that's how The
last diet you will ever need, as these women will tell you The Diet Center diet
Is nutritionally sound. safe, no drugs, and a whole new way of eating and living
Counselors are there to see to the needs Of the dieters by answering questions.
offering encouragements and having a geniune concern about you the person not
Just• client
When you decide to lose weight and learn how to keep it off, aa these women
have call Diet Center the last diet program you will ever need
Judy Parker 51% lbs.
Free Consultation
Dot Rowland • 17% lbs.
Hwy. 141 N. The Village
Patty Mahossey • 1I7 lbs.
Moe
-Fri. 7•11:310, 1:30-5:50
Peggy Hook 14% lbs.
Sat. 10 Noon
Sandy Ftdtoe 75 Rm,

Cl)
Ui

* * *PRICES GOOD WH

Hack Row: Judy Parker, Peggy Hook, Dot Rowland.
Front Row: Sandy Fulton, Patty Mahoney.

**PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST -a
_
Totino's

Hours:
Monday
Thru
Saturday

trff-fli°61.,f.i.1

Pizza
Assorted Variety

. . x 96

1

8-7

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Grandma
Rich N' Chewy

Dishiwvoarsyhing

Cookies

Detergent

Reg. $1.69

Lynn Grove
Large Doz.

10 Lb. Red

Eggs

Potatoes

to
.
5
90
$
1
09
I 99° e

Ct
—J

released by the golf
hostess. Mary Montgomery. as follows:
First place team with
34 — Laura Parker.
Nancy Bogard,
Florence Hensley,
Marge Heitz and Martha Butterworth.
Second place team
with 37 — Burlene
Brewer, Melva Hatcher.
Hazel Beale and Erma
Tuck;
Third place teams.
both having a 38 — Sue
Wells, Robbie
LaMastus, Jane
Barnett, Shirley Wade
and Barbara Blalock;
Grace James, Sallyanne
Sawyer, Mary C. Lamb,
Anita Thornton and
Mary Montgomery.

* Happy
* Birthday
Greg
• Love,
• Pam
*******

.

0
0
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22 Oz. Size

Reelfoot Wieners 12 Oz. 99*
Nunn Better
Reelfoot

Dog Food

Bacon

26% Protein
25 Lb. Bag

12 Oz.

$4
19

5 Lb. Yellow Onions $1.19

1

I
Reelfoot

Turner

Bologna

Ice Milk

1 Lb.

/
1
2 Gal.

$ 1 29 $ 1 29 $ 1 09

Showboat Pork & Beans 3 for 99'

Coca-Cola 6 Pk. Cans $1.69

RC, RC 100, Diet
Rite or SundroP

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew or Dr. Pepper

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

990

990

Plus Deposit

Pius Deposit

Smuckers Grape Jelly 2 Lb. Jar 99'

Nabisco

Saltines
1 Lb. Box

890

I Paramount Hamburger Dills 32 Oz. 89'

iht
* * * * *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*
PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* * * *

84
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Fowler-Young wedding scheduled

DATEBOOK
Whitfield will be speaker

Di- and Mrs Roy A
Fowler of Mountain
Home, Ark , announce
the engagement approaching marriage of
their daughter. Alicia,
to Mark A Young, son
of Mrs. Jessie F Young
of Murray and the late
Alfred Young.
Miss Fowler is a 1981
graduate of Metropolis
High School,
Metropolis, 111. She will
graduate in December
from Murray State
University with a
bachelor of science
degree in business
administration.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arden Ross of
Paducah. Her father is
pastor of the First Baptist Church at Mountain
Home.
Mr. Young is a 1979
graduate of Murray
High School. Under an
ROTC scholarship, he
graduated last
December from Murray
State University with a
bachelor of science
degree in business
administration.
Alicia Fowler and
He is a graduate of the
armor officer basic
Mark A. Young to marry
course from the U.S. Army Armor School at
The couple will be Murray.
Fort Knox. Mr. Young is
All friends and
serving as a second
A reception will follow
married on Saturday,
relatives
are invited to
lieutenant in the United
the ceremony in the
States Army, stationed Nov. 17, at 6 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of the attend the wedding and
at Amberg, Germany.
First Baptist Church, church.
the reception.

Office will be closed

The West Kentucky Chapter of the Kentucky
Society of Certified Public Accountants will meet
Thursday, Sept 27. at 6 p m. at the Brass
Lantern Restaurant, Aurora Dr. Truman Whitfield, chairman of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education at Murray State
University, will be the guest speaker. His topic
will be .'Non-verbal Communications." For
more information contact Annette Ryan at
1-443-3643

Emily Apperson pledges
Emily Apperson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walt Apperson. has pledged Chi Omega at the
University of Alabama. Tuscaloosa. She was
elected treasurer of her pledge class. She also
has been named to the Freshman Forum for the
university. The forum is composed of 40
members of the freshman class named for
scholarship, leadership and interview. There
were 400 nominees for this group.

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA
supervisory personnel will be out of the office on
Wednesday. Sept. 26, attended an out-of-town
meeting. The regular Wednesday "Office Day"
will not be held this week The next "Office Day''
will be on Wednesday, Oct. 3

Workshop on Tuesday
A bazaar workshop will be held at the First
Presbyterian Church on Tuesday. Sept. 25, at 9
a.m. Work will be done on grapevine wreaths
and crafts, a church spokesman said.

Parents plan meeting
The Compassionate Parents Chapter will meet
Thursday, Sept. 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center This is open to all parents
who have lost a child or adult by death. For information concerning the meeting, contact Lillian
Robertson, coordinator for the chapter.

Tennis play Wednesday

Magazine Club will meet

Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Wednesday, Sept. 26, at 8:30
a.m. The lineup is as follows: Court One — Alice
Rouse, Martha Andrus, Annette Alexander and
Renee Wynn; Court Two — Bobbie Weatherly,
Ann Uddberg, Carol Waler and Vickie Jones;
Court Three — Cecilia Brock, Vicky Holton,
Eileen Portner and Gayle Foster.

Gorman will show works
A solo show of drawings and works in other
media by Albertus Gorman will be on exhibition
on the upper level of the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Murray State University, from Sept. 26 to Oct. 7.
Gorman is to receive a BFA in drawing at the
end of the fall term, and this show serves as his
baccalaureate exhibition. No admission will be
charged.

The first fall meeting of the Murray Magazine
Club will be held at the lakeside home of Mrs.
Harry Sparks. Mrs. Edward Sawyer will present
the program on "Dried Flowers and Herbs." All
members are urged to attend.

Lucy Truett Gardner born
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gardner, 5333 Whites
Creek Pike, Whites Creek, Tenn., are the parents
of a daughter, Lucy Truett, weighing six pounds
nine ounces, measuring 19 inches, born on
Wednesday, Sept. 19. at the Baptist Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. They have a son, Daniel Nelson,
4. The mother is the former Trudy Lilly. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Lilly, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gardner, Centerville,
Tenn.

sears

Hazards on jobs discussed

Catalog Sales Store

6-DAY SALE!
ENDS SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 29, 1984

SAVE '80

SAVE '90.99
POWER SPRAY CARPET CLEANER

°
• Why rent?
• "Steam-type" cleaner
• Injects a pressurized
jet spray deep into
carpet fiber

9 tf4::
t1

Clatitt,4

• A3

214.P.!peak)

• Includes
upholstery nozzle

#8553 I

Regular price
$189.99

Power Mate
Vacii

Including shipping

19999

999

g shipp,

SAVE'230 ON PAIR

'37999

SAVE'150

29999

NIKES INCLUDED
SNIPPING.
NORMAL
INSTALLATION DRYER
VENTING EXTRA

H

EXTRA
CAPACITY
ELECTRIC
DRYER

E

EXTRA
CAPACITY
WASHER

• Solid state
sensing
• Automatic
terminatio,
• Helps prever,r

• 2 speecs
• 5 cycles
• Self-cleaning
lint Site,
• Dual-action
agitator

\
_

08B651

1.4 CU. FT. LARGE CAPACITY
• Whole-meal microwave oven
• 2-stage memory

wrinkleS

25999

Reg
$40999

#6582 I

#23?01

Prices Include shippng

SAVE '120

SAVE '105

16.2 Cu.ft.
Refri
geArilgTri;sirreezer
WITH AUTOMATIC
ICE MAKER

'599"
J./HIT E
t

DUAL CASSETTE
COMPACT STEREO

19 COLOR CABLE-READY
.up to 112 channels
REG
5449 99

NON-ICE MAKER
MODEL

PE;

1539"

•AAI/FIN STEREO • WITH TURNTABLE

s32999

REG
525499

'PIKES INCLA.
,
)E SHIPPING

4/1-ftTE

s14999

MIKES INCLUDE SHIPPING,
DEL881N AND NORMAL iiNSTAu.AriONI

IPPIC ES NCLUDE SHIPPING

SAVE 1141

"1/2 PRICE"

ONE-OF-A-KIND SPECIALS
cATis*. DESCRIPTION WAS
NOW

• FULL SIZE
•7C32
• BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER
• REVERSIBLE
FROST PANELS
FOR COLOR CHOICE
• POWER MISER
REDUCES ELECTRICAL
USAGE

ONE-OF-A-KIND SPECIALS

‘
' u
\
-*0
sEP PRICES
523299
P51(15 INCLUDE SHIPPING!

s99"

REG
$42999

•74641/064641

3288"

(PRICES INCLUDE SNIPPING

orvir

CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION

WAS

NOW

37-3332

'494"

'394"

VHS/VCR

180"

20.22973 Pormsrmate Yocum 103"

$

37-91874 Convect Stereo

'334"

$ 169"

NAC:"

$67"

42-1033

32 In. Coiling Fen

42-1032

32 In. Ceiling

For

'134"

'67"

40 In. Ceiling Fen

'104"

'32"

•

42-9032

•10TH THE SALE PRKES AND REGULAR PRICES AllOVE INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES
Shop Cattalo,
by phone
7U-2310

Sears

Catalog Sales Store
Bel Air Center

Alen—Set. 9-5:30

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Indoor air porlution
and psychological stress
from poorly designed
jobs are among health
hazards confronting
millions of American office workers, a government report says.
"While these problems are non -life
threatening or shortening, some are potentially disabling, often cause
unnecessary discomfort
and can be extensively
costly in terms of lost
work days," the study
concluded.
The report was
prepared for the congressional Office of
Technology Assessment
by Dr. Robert Arndt of
the University of
Wisconsin's Department of Preventive
Medicine. OTA plans to
use the report in compiling a related study.
Arndt's report said
improper ventilation in
tightly insulated
buildings has triggered
numerous worker
complaints
The report added that
potential sourCes of
stress in the office include low pay,
monotonous and
repetitive work, produc-

tion quotas and lack of
worker participation
and control.
Rep. Mary Rose
Oskar, who called a
news conference to
release the report, said
she suspects there is a
direct link between
stress and chronic
diseases.
The Ohio Democrat, a
member of the House
Post Office and Civil
Service Committee,
criticized the Reagan
administration for
"inadequately" funding

Pudding recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Al'Food Editor
DINER FARE
Liver, Bacon, Onions,
Snap Beans, Rolls and
Rum Raisin Rice
Pudding
Rum Raisin
Rice Pudding
cup raisins
3 tablespoons 80-proof
white rum
2 large eggs
ki cup sugar
2 cups milk, scalded
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 cups cooked rice
Salt to taste

Coming community...
Tuesday,Sept.25

Wednesday,Sept. 26
First United
Methodist Men will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
church.
————
Show of works by
Albertus Gorman will
open on upper level of
Clara M. Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m. followed by
a picnic lunch.
—— ——
Wednesday,Sept. 26
Ladies day events at
Hazel and Douglas Murray Country Club
Centers will be open will include golf and
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. bridge at 9:30 a.m, and
for activities by the luncheon at noon.
senior citizens.
——— —
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
— — — —
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
————
Bazaar Workshop will
be at 10 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church. Lunch will be
provided.
—— ——
Bazaar Workshkp will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.

research into office
hazards. One of the findings of the report was
that more research is
needed.
Arndt's study said
that while reports of
cataracts and reproductive problems among
operators of video
display terminals have
prompted fears that the
office units emit harmful levels of radiation,
there is no scientific
evidence that specifically links those problems
to VDTs.

Soak raisins in rum in
a custard cup, covered,
for 6 to 12 hours. In a
double-boiler top, whisk
eggs just enough to combine yolks and whites;
stir in sugar; gradually
whisk in scalding hot
milk. Cook over hot
water, stirring constantly, until thickened and
mixture coats a metal
spoon — 15 to 20
minutes. Stir in vanilla,
rice, salt, raisins and
rum not absorbed.
Cover and serve at room
temperature or chilled.
Makes 6 servings.

(Cont'd from page 5)
Wednesday,Sept. 26
"Office Day" at
Farmers Home Administration will be not
be held.
————
Free government
commodities will be
distributed at the
Calloway County Road
Department, East
Sycamore Street.
————
The film, "Two
Masters," will be shown
at 7 p.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church.
————
League of Women
Voters of Murray.
Calloway County will be
at Curris Center, Murray State University,
from 9 a.m. to noon to
register persons to vote.

Ms. Dana Carter, HollistelOstomy
and Products Specialist, will be at

HOLLAND MEDICAL
107 S. 4th, Murray
Sept. 25th from 11 A.M. til 2 P.M.
'
Ms. Carter will demonstrate new Hollister

products, make recommendations and
answer your questions.
IOC Hollister_
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NASHVILLE, Tenn
(AP) — A Nashville
bank chairman says
people pushing to allow

out-of-state banks to
open in Tennessee
might not realize the
consequences

Former UMW head urges
Trumka to push contract
MADISON, W.Va. Coal's Ferrell mine,
(AP) — Former United where five men were
Mine Workers President killed in
a MO exploArnold Miller says cur- sion. "But I'll have to
rent union chief Richard Bee it before I
can tell
Trumka should change you whether
I'll vote for
his mind and travel to it."
the coalfields to lobby
Ramsey, who has
for the new proposed been working
for two
contract,
months after a two-year
Trumka, who has said layoff, said he
hopes the
that the proposed new contract
contains no
40-month contract con- concessions
that would
tains no concesssions, anger the
rank and file.
says there is no need for
"Personally, I'd just
him to make a pitch to as soon not
see a
the rank and file, that strike," he
said. "I need
the contract speaks for the work."
Itself. But Miller said he
Roe said he thinks the
thinks Trumka is mak- proposed
contract will
Ing a big mistake,
be better received by
"He ought to come working miners
than by
down and push for it," those who
have been
declared Miller, forced laid off — a categor
y
by health problems to that include
s about
step down in 1879 after 30,000 West
Virginia
leading the union during miners alone.
most of the '70s.
"A lot of the miners
Mlller, a Charleston who aren't working
feel
resident, said his advice they'll never
go back
was not sought by the because some
of the
Trumka regime during mines are undergo
ing
the negotiations,
additional mechaniza"They don't want any tion, like the
long-wall
help and they're not go- process that
lets you
ing to get any," he said, mine more
coal with
But I would advise leas men," Roe
said. "A
Trumka to come down lot of these
men will
here and push this con- want a contrac
t that
tr ac t with the guarantees that they'll
membership."
get their jobs back, and
Miller said he thinks there's no way anybody
irrumka might be afraid could make
that
to face the rank and file. guarantee."
"Trumka says the
National UMW ofcontract doesn't have ficials have
said they
any givebacks, but he's will explain the contrac
t
a lawyer," Miller said, in detail to local officers
"We'll see for ourselves today at various
sites
what's in the contract, across the country
.
come Monday."
But miners are not the
Across the UMW only coalfield
residents
stronghold of southern with a stake in
the proWest Virginia, coal posed contract
,
miners waited anxious"I really hope it
ly for copies of the sur- passes," said Tommy
prise agreement reach- Whitmore, who
two
ed Friday in weeks ago
bought the
Washington, D.C., by Coal Miners
Kitchen.
negotiators for the
Don Weaver, the
UMW and the ChevrOlet-Olds
mobile
Bituminous Coal dealer at Madison
, said
Operators Association,
he, too, will have his
"You can never tell fingers crossed.
how a contract will go,"
"For two years it was
said Herman Roe Jr., a pure hell around
here,
Bethlehem Mines Corp. but for the past
year the
employee from Boone economy has
begun to
County. "Some of the improve," Weaver
said.
men, you could offer "Now, with busines
s
them a pot of gold and just returni
ng to northey wouldn't accept mal, the last thing
we
it."
need is a strike."
"It sounds almost too
He said his business
good to be true," said a boomed Friday
, a
waitress at the Coal developmen
t he
Miners Kitchen in credited to the propose
d
southern West Virginia settlement announ
ced
community of Uneeda.
that morning by UMW
Her sentiments were President Rich Trumka
.
echoed by many miners
"Trumka has earned
who had received only the respec
t of the
sketchy details of the business commun
ity in
contract,
the coalfields," said
"It does sound pretty Weaver. who said
he
good,'' said Gary had been selling
cars
Ramsey, a miner at the and trucks at
a record
Quinlan Coal Co. mine, pace the past few
formerly Westmoreland weeks.

-People who are in a
rush to do this may
wake up and find they
are dealing with a different set of folks." said
Ed Nelson. chairman of
Commerce Union Bank
in Nashville. CUB has
branches in other counties across the state.
Nelson's comments
come as he and other
bankers predict the
Legislature will ap-

prove some form of interstate banking during
the 1985 session
"It appears that there
is almost unanimous acquiescence that there
will be some form of interstate banking passed
in the 1985 legislative
session." Nelson said.
"It's a foregone conclusion that there will be
something."
The real question is
which out-of-state banks

to allow and when, some
of the state's top
bankers say
Options for specific
legislation include
agreements with stirrounding states to permit their banks into
Tennessee if Tennessee
is afforded the same
right. That type of arrangement is called
regional reciprocal interstate banking.
Another option Is

$5 to $20 off

Our solid mix/match coordinates

Sale 34.99 Reg $45 Twin size comforter of polyeste
r cotton
percale cozily quilted with Astrofillx polyester fill In
a beautiful
choice of solids to create colorful bedscapes
Reg
$60
$70
$20
$30

Full size comforter
Queen size comforter
Pillow sham
Twin size bedskirt

Sale
39.99
49.99
14.99
21.99

opening Tennessee to
banks nationwide. inc I u ding the giants
centered in New York.
Chicago and California.
Gene Southwood. vice
chairman of the state's
second largest institution — Third National —
agreed that interstate
banking is likely to be
approved when the
Legislature begins a
new session in January.
"Tennessee4an't af-
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ford to be an island
when most of our sister
states have passed some
form of legislation. It
would be in the best interest of the state to
have a law on the
books,'' Southwood said
First American Corp
chairman Kenneth
Roberts says out-of•
state banks should be
able to open for business
in Tennessee on a phase.
in basis.
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Roberts says allowing
banks to cross state
lines would "allow for
greater infusions of
capital into local
economies, generally
aiding economic and industrial development
efforts "
The Tennessee
Bankers Association is
expected to hammer out
a formal position on in.
terstate banking by
Nov. 27.

Sale 5.99

The very latest JCPenney Towel
Reg. $8. The latest JCPenney Towel has all the soak-up
absorbency you appreciated before, plus an even softer
touch
So envelop yourself in this big 25x50" beauty for
a luxurious
apres bath rub-down A rich blend of cotton polyeste
r terry in
lots of delectable solid colors to beautify your bath
Reg
Sale
Hand towel
5 50 4.49
Wash cloth
2 75 2.29

Five break from Kansas jail
LANSING, Kan.(AP)
— Five prisoners, three
serving life terms for
murder, escaped from a
dormitory -like cell
house at the Kansas
State Penitentiary early
today, apparently by
climbing down an air
shaft and out a "very
small air intake,"
authorities said.
The inmates were
discovered missing
moments after the 1
a.m escape. and prison
officials and area law
enforcement agencies,
with the assistance of
two canine units, immediately began searching for them, said
prison spokesman Troy
Baker.

The prisoners apparently escaped by
climbing down a thirdfloor air shaft "and exiting a very small air intake on the side of the
cell house, like a small
window" between the
second and third floors,
Baker said. The inmates
apparently jumped to
the ground from there,
he said.
Prison officials at
first believed the men
had escaped by climbing through the air shaft
to the roof, but scuff
marks and other
evidence, including
signs that "something
had been cut near the
window" were found
later, Baker said.

State Farm
Medicare Supplement Insurance•

Sale 3.50

The Master bath towel
Reg. 5.99. A handsome towel in a thick -and thirsty blend of 88% cotton with 12%
polyester for additional durability In a lovely
choice of solid colors from pale to medium
Reg
Sale
Hand towel
399 299
Wash cloth
2 49 1.99

II can_pay some charges
Merdlcare doesn't pay
Jane Rogers
733-9627
201 S. 6th
"
I'
Uhl 9806
MWWW
UMOPIMIBMORD

ulnal
Iii

•Mee senvocAml *a.•••••••• by 1•••
Se Nay* Yob,Piapen%

nisti

S Climproni.

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9-9
9-9:30
12:30-6

Sal
e 25.99,,,
Energy-wise electr

ic blanket

Reg. $40, single control Soft polyester acrylic
blend Nylon satin binding Choice of subtle
solid COlOrs Just one example of all blankets
in stOre at 17% to 35% savings for you,
Reg
Sale
Full size, single control
$50 39.99
Full size, dual control .
$60 48.99
Queen sae, dual control
$70 55 99

Save $5

Thermal acrylic twin blanket

Sale 14.99 Reg $20 The blanket for all
seasons Cozy thermal acrylic bound with
matching color nylon Light in weight right
in warmth' Soft solids plus white
Reg
Sale
Full size
$25 19.99
Queen size
$30 24.99
Side prices effective through Saturday.

JCPenneyChestnut

Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Scoring variety spices victory
as MSU records third straight
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
COOKVILLE. Tenn - "I didn't think it was
going to make it," said Murray State place
kicker Paul Hickert after the longest field goal of
his career "That's the third time I've been really close on a long kick and the other two just
missed."
Hickert's 43-yard field goal early in the third
period rose high into the winds above Tucker
Stadium and drifted through the uprights just inside the left post and gave Murray State a 13-0
lead over Tennessee Tech Saturday night.
The freshman kicker said the the three-pointer
was his longest field goal since another 43-yarder
at Clearwater High School (Fla.) and his best
strike since joining the Racers this season.
"I was worried at first. I thought I had a good
kick but I got under it a little bit and got it too
high." Rickert, a very modest person, added that
if it were not for the rest of the team he would
never have had the opportunity.
"A big thanks to Danny Coleman and Tim
Price for all the support they've given me when I'm down they get me back up," revealed
the freshman.
Hickert's kicking was only one of the many
bright spots coach Frank Beamer saw during
Murray's first Ohio Valley Conference engagement. The Racers went on to shutout the hosts
37-0 and extend their winning streak to 3-0, while
the Golden Eagles remain winnless in three
outings.
"Overall I think we have more things to score
with right now. Our receivers have the ability to
score, our tight end has the ability to score and I
think our running backs have the ability to score.
I'm pleased with what I see right now," said
Beamer.
Score is just what the the Racers did Saturday,
using almost every outlet to do so. Along with the
excellent kicking game, wide receiver Monty
Icing caught a pair of touchdown passes from
quarterback Kevin Sisk and running mates
Willie Cannon and Bill Bird took turns carrying
the pigskin into the end zone.
Cannon's 54-yard scamper to the goal line in
the third frame produced one-third of the
sophomore tailback's total offensive effort. Compiling 150-yards rushing on 16 carries, Cannon

showed why he Is ranked in the top four of the
OVC's rushers this year
Cannon and Beamer both agreed, however,
that the offensive line was a major contributor to
his success against Tech

"Overall I think we have
more things to score with ...
I'm pleased with what
I see right now."
—Frank Beamer
"I fell in behind offensive tackle Colby
Schreckengost, who opened the hole. Then I just
cut off into the open," Cannon said describing his
elongated touchdown carry.
"Wiille's a good back," said Beamer. "But
he's got to have some holes.
"When the ball moves like that you've got to
look back at your offensive line and we're kind of
jelling in there."
Through the air, King's first touchdown reception was fit for framing, as the 6-1, 190-pound
split end maximized his arm's reach to pull the
pass down over his left shoulder with opposing
footsteps in his ears and the back of the end zone
less than a foot away.
"I thought I was out of bounds at first then they
(officials ) signaled it was in, so I said, 'Good!"
smiled the junior receiver from Evansville, Ind.
"It was a well-thrown pass and the line gave
Kevin (Sisk) the time and he just laid it up
there," King added.
"This was a very, very big win," said Beamer.
"I like the way we've been playing intensitywise."
The Racer skipper said the main thing he has
been trying to impress upon his team is to play
consistently, and up to now he feels they have.
"We've played a Division I school, we've
played a Division II school, we've played an OVC
school and we have played hard in every one of
them."
Murray State will remain on the road this week
when they travel to face conference foe
Morehead State Saturday. Kickoff is scheduled
for 12:30 p.m. in Jayne Stadium.

MSU Game Stats
At Cookeville. Teem,
Murray St
10 0 24 3 —57
Tennessee Tech
0 0
0 0 —OD
MS—PG Rickert 90
MS—Bird 1 run (Rickert kick)
MS —FG Rickert 49
MS—Cannon 54 run (Rickert Kick
MS—King 15 pus from Slak 1H1ckert kick)
MS—King is pass from Sisk iHlck.rt kick)
MS—PG Rickert a
148
TT
Fire downs
20
12
Rushes-yards
47.354 44-135
Puetng yards
182
87
Return yards
se
it
Passes
11-242 5-15-2
Punta
5-41
8-94
Fll mbles•Ion t
2.1
5-2
Penalties-yards
11- 85
5-90
Time of Pouesslon
36:41 23.18
A-7.464

•
•
•

THt ••• DERBIRD - Freshman fullback Bill Bird,
(37) finds the yardage tougher to get near the
Golden Eagle goal line, but the Murray State rusher managed to score from 1-yard out in the first
period. Bird's TB gave Murray a 10-0 lead which the Racers increased to 870 by the end of Saturday's
game at Tennessee Tech.
Photo by Chris Evans

Maddox goal gives MHS 1-0 soccer win
HENDERSON, Ky. A single goal by
sophomore Bill Maddox
proved to be the difference in the game as
Murray High's soccer
team defeated host
Henry County High
School, 1-0, in Saturday's varsity match.
The hosts retaliated

with a 1-0 victory in the
junior varsity match
making Murray's
record 1-1

recorded 20 saves on the
day, kept the Henry
Countians scoreless the
rest of the match.

In the varsity game,
Maddox drilled home
his goal with about 19
minutes left in the second half and Tiger
goalie Ben Yoo, who

Senior Murray
defender Todd Ross also
had three plays in front
of the Tiger goal to prevent possible scores.
Murray improved to

3-1 with the varsity victory, despite playing
without two starters
who were out with
illnesses
Tuesday Murray
hosts Marshall County
in a 4:30 p.m. match at
Murray State's Cutchin
Field.

A bargain you don't
have to shop for
Electricity is still a good value and we make sure Its there
wherever you
need it We deliver electricity to your home 24 hours a day - and with
it comes
the comfort and convenience you expect

Tennessee schools view weekend differently;
MTSU celebrates win while Tech on the skids
By SKIP LATT
Associated Press
Middle Tennessee State coach Boots Donnelly
got "the effort coaches are always looking for,"
while Tennessee Tech coach Gary Darnell said
he was "sick and embarrassed" after watching
his Golden Eagles' effort during the weekend's
Ohio Valley Conference action.
Donnelly's Blue Raiders had one of their finest
offensive days in history as they upped their
record to 3-0 by topping Morehead State 42-28
Saturday,

Tennessee Tech continued its losing ways,
however, as the Golden Eagles were poppAa 37-0
by Murray State.
In the only other OVC matchup of the day,
defending league champion Eastern Kentucky
got past Akron 22-21 on a last-second field goal.
In non-conference games, Austin Peay dropped a 81-6 decision to Nicholls State and
Youngstown State dropped a 48-15 verdict to
Western Illinois.
-The kind of fort we gave in the second half
is what coaches are always looking for," Donnelly said after his Blue Raiders' victory. "We did
not play well offensively in the first half, but we
took good advantage of our offensive opportunities in the second half."
Middle Tennessee senior tailback Vince Hall
gained 250 yards on 35 carries to set a new school
record, and the Blue Raiders set team marks for
first downs with 34. Still, they had to score the
game's last three touchdowns to claim the
victory.
Morehead State scored twice in less than 30
seconds to take a 28-21 lead on a pair of 1-yard
runs by quarterback Mike Hanlin, who also
threw two touchdown passes
"I guess the temptation would have been to
panic and start throwing the ball all over the
place, but we kept our heads and did things patiently," said Blue Raider quarterback Mickey
Corwin, who passed for 173 yards and three
touchdowns
Middle Tennessee bounced back to tie the

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Calloway Crardons
Apartments

To get the greatest possible value from electricity, use it efficiently
By avoiding
waste you II save on your electric biNs without giving up
comfort a
Now Mats a bargain'

Tv4

Photo by Chris Evans

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Convenience

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

ONE-TWO PUNCH - Murray State quarterback Kevin Sisk (left) breaks loose for a long gainer while
tailback Willie Cannon brings up the rear. Sisk passed for two touchdowns and Cannon rushed
for one
enroute to 150 total yards on the ground, as the Racers blasted Tennessee Tech Saturday,
37-0.

One & Two Bedroom, Carpets,
Drapes, Modern Appliances
Base Rent

ELECTRICITY.

Get the most
for your money
The psopt• who bring you islectricIty

185.00 & 210.00
Walloon Corp.
Dluepulil Drive
76
"
Um Mt
"'
"
Re 3 Cell Orman Price
arettemeoge, TN 37421
733-73111

game on a 10-yard run by Gerald'Anderson in the
third quarter and took the lead in the fourth
quarter on a 2-yard run by Mike Clark.
Though Hall did not score any touchdowns, his
rushing performance broke the school record,
set in 1976 by Mike Moore with 219 yards rushing
in 38 carries.
Sophomore Willie Cannon rushed for 150 yards,
including a 54-yard scoring dash, to lead Murray
State, 3-0 and 1-0, past winless Tennessee Tech,
0-3 and 0-1.
The Racers, ranked sixth in the latest Division
I-AA poll, put the contest away with 24 points in
the third quarter.
"It's really a sick feeling, to think there is that
much difference between our team and their
team," Tech's Darnell sail after the game. "I
don't think there's any group I've ever been so
embarassed for as our coaches and players. And
the people of our community and the university,
E. Kentucky 22, Akron 21
Dale Dawson kicked three field goals, including a 42-yarder with 38 seconds left, as
Eastern Kentucky improved its league mark to
2-0 and overall record to 2-1.
Dawson's game-winning field goal capped a
50-yard drive that started at Eastern Kentucky's
own 25-yard line when Akron freshman Dan
Hampton tumbled the ball away with 4:38 left.
Akron, 1-3 and 0-1, took an early 7-0 lead on
Tim Wallace's 91-yard return of a fumble. The
Zips led 21-13 at the half
Nicholls St. Si, Austin Peay
Fullback Oscar Smith ran for two touchdowns
and quarterbacks Keith Menard and Doug Hudson combined for 287 passing yards against Auston Peay, 2-1.
Smith had 4-yard touchdown runs in the first
and second periods as Nicholls State, 1-3, scored
on four of its first five possessions.
Austin Peay, held to just 135 yards total offense, was down 31-0 before Chuck Cowart ran
two yards in the final period for the Governors'
only points.
Western Illinois 48,
Youngstown State 15
Quarterback Mark Bloom threw two
touchdown passes and ran for another to pace
the Leathernecks, 3-0-1, past Youngstown State,
2-2.
Western's defense intercepted seven
Penguins' passes and the Leathernecks rolled up
445 yards of total offense, including Bloom's 263
passing yards and tailback Craig Taylor's 120
rushing yards.
Youngstown's lone touchdown came when
Larry Toles picked off a Bloom pass and ran 23
yards for a score in the third quarter.

Wreck, rain hamper Grand Prix
BROOKLYN
Mich
( AP) - Derek Daly
was critically injured
in a violent crash, and
subsequent rain caused
postponement until
Monday of the Detroit
News Grand Prix Indy
car race Sunday.
Daly was flown by
helicopter to the
University of Michigan
Hospital in Ann Arbor,
where he was listed in

criticial condition with
several fractures and
possible Internal injuries A hospital
spokesman said his
vital signs remained
stable and that the
31-year-old native of
Ireland was conscibus
and alert.
Johnny Rutherford,
led through all 33 lips
prior to the
postponement.

1

Calloway runners
finish 2nd, 6th
in Providence race
PROVIDENCE, Ky.
- Calloway County
brought home a second
place in boys cross
country and a sixth
place in girls in the Providence Invitational,
Saturday
Madisonville, the
Lakers arch-rival in
cross country this
season, finished in first
place with 58 points
while the Calloway runners came in second
with 64.
Webster County won
the girls' meet with 40
points followed by host
Providence with 60.
Calloway posted a team
score of 125 led by Pam
Knight's 7th place finish
in 11:48.

Kentucky
remains
unbeaten

He
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Payton overtakes Harris in race
to break Brown's rushing record

Two of Calloway's top
runners were guttering
from minor colds and
for the first time this
season, Barry Knight
placed second in a meet
among the Laker squad
members. Mark
Charlton, who finished
7th overall, came in first
for the Lakers with
16:57 clocking.
Knight was second,
llth overall, followed by
Timmy Manning, who
was also suffering from
congestion problems,
finishing 12th. Kevin
Garland (14th) and
Scott Nix (20th) rounded
out the Laker scorers.
For the Lady Lakers,
Amy Furgerson (21st),
Connie Ross ( 28th),
Jeanette Guerin (31st)
and Sherri Lamb (36th)
were the other scorers.
Tuesday both the
Lakers and Lady
Lakers travel to
Owensboro for the
Daviess County
Invitational.

WATCHFUL EYE - Jim Brown, who
set the
National Football League rushing record
of
12,312 yards while playing for the
Cleveland
Browns, now watches two current players
battle
to break his record. Brown, who talked
of a comeback last year, now says his place
in NFL
history - if not the record book - is secure.

NEW ORLEANS
(AP) - Kentucky
Coach Jerry Claiborne
said Tulane was ready
to knock
our heads
off," but while it was a
tough game, Tulane
didn't manage to knock
Kentucky from the
unbeaten ranks.
"Everybody was really going after each other
and there was a lot of
good hitting. Tulane
came to play,"
Claiborne said after his
Wildcats' 30-26 college
football victory Saturday night.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
And Claiborne's prodicker 18-11 and Swaggerty 3.2 2.
y•clinched tie for division title
EAST DIVISION
I in I
Sitawday's Gaines
mise was even more
W
L
Pct
California 1Za80 12.9 and Steirer
GB
New York 4, Montreal 2
',Detroit
rewarding for the
100 56
648
0-0, at Kama., City 1Jackson 16
Chicago at St Louis. ppi , rain
Toronto
66 70
551
144
and
Saberhagen
9.101, 2. It.n1
San Francisco 8, Los Angeles 7
Wildcats. Several
New York
13 71
5.16 164
Toronto (Clancy 12-151 at Boeton
Pittsburgh 2. Philadelphia I 12
Boston
players said after the
MI 72
538 17
1Hu80t 12-10o,
innings
Baltimore
81
73
524 184
Minne•ot• i Viola 17-121 51
game that Claiborne
Cincinnati 2. Houston I. 13 Um
Cleveland
M 87
442 514 Chicago 1Bannister 15.10, in
Ugn
had offered them a night
Milwaukee
64 91
413 34
Detroit (Berenguer 9-101 at
Atlanta 5. San Diego 2
WEST
DIVISION
Milwaukee ICandlotti 2-21. In)
on the town, win or lose,
Sunday's Ganes
Kansas City
80
75
516
Oakland (Young 8-41 at Texas
Chicago 8, St Louis 1, lot garm
and their minds were
Minnesota
80
75
516
Tana. 1614, OD
Chicago 4. St Louts 2. 2nd game
Canfornta
71
76
506
more on partying in the
Tuesday's Games
New York 6, Montreal I
Oakland
72
64
462 134
California at Kans. City In
Pittsburgh 4. Philadelphia 2
French Quarter than on
Chicago
71
84
468 9
Seaille
Oeveland, in I
San Francisco 4, Los Angeles 2
Seattle
their opponents.
71
85
426 94
New York at Baltimore, In,
San 01080 2, MAMA 1, 11 innings
T•xlks
6'7
67
435 12%
Toronto st Baton, In,
"I promised them
x.won divialon title
Mllineeota at Chicago. In,
Houston 2. Cincinnati 1
Bourbon Street,"
Detroit at Milwaukee, In,
Mord,
I's Games
Sattsday's Gagne
Oakland at Tex.. in ,
Claiborne
St Louis I Cox 9.101 at Montroal
Toronto 2. Milwaukee 1
IRogers 6151. in)
acknowledged.
0311011 6, New York 0
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Philadelphia )Denny 7-61.1 New
Stirineanta 4. Cleveland 1
Kentucky is idle this
EAST DIVISION
York I Terrell 10-12, in,
Kansas City 4, Oakland 2
Vi
L
Pct
Chicago ISutcliffe 15-1, at PittGB
weekend, and Claiborne
Tex. 9. California 7
y-Chicago
92
63
594
sburgh (McWilliams 11.101. In1
&Mon 4. Baltimore 2
said he didn't plan to
New York
86
70
561
64
San Diego 1Harrls 1.2 and Chiller
Seattle 7, Chicago 1
St Loula
81
L4)1 at San Francisco illobinson
74
523
resume practice until
Sunalna Games
Philadelphia 31
7.14 and Davis 5.161,2. in,
75
519 11%
Detroit 4. New York I
Wednesday. "If we had
Montreal
74
80
Houston ILaCoss 7-41 at lot
481 17%
Minnesota 5, Cleveland 1
Pittsburgh
71
85
455 21%
Angeles !Reuss 4.71. in
lost, though, we'd be
Milw•ukee 8, Toronto B
WEST DIVISION
Tuesday's Games
back at practice on
Boeton 6, Baltimore 2
n.3.n Diego
87
68
561
St Louis at Montreal. ,n1
Chicago 4, Seattle 0
Atlanta
78
78
30D 9%
Monday," he said.
Philadelphia at New York, 101
Texas 2. California 1, 10 inninga
Houston
77
79
04 104
Chicago at Pittsburgh. In)
George Adams led the
Oakland 5, Kansas City 1
Cm Angeles
75
81
481 12%
Atlanta at Cinciruuti. In)
Iliondaya Games
Cincinnati
Kentucky attack, carry66 90
423 214
San Diego at San Francisco .
New York !Cowley 9-1 and
San Francisco 65 90
410 22
ing 31 times for 143
Raarnussan 861 at Baltimore lEtod
noon division title
Houston at Coe Angeles. In
yards and three
touchdowns, including a
two-yard scoring plunge
that gave Kentucky the
Inn Coded. Football ScOree
Toledo 38, E Illinois 17
lead for good with just
Fullerton St 54, Colorado St 22
EAST
SOUTHWEST
Idaho St 43. Montana 0
over nine minutes left in
&felon College 52, N. Carolina 20
Arkansas IS. Tulsa 9
Nebraska 42, UCLA 3
Boot. U 21. New Hampshire 20
the game.
Oklahoma 34. Baylor 15
Nev Las t'eg. 38. Wichita St 21
Maryland a W Virginia 17
Oklahoma St 19. San Diego St 16
Safety Paul Calhoun
Penn St 56, William & Mar-y 18
Rice 36. Lamar ID
New Mexico 36, Texas Tech 24
Rutgers 19. Syracuse 0
preserved the victory
Southern Meth 34. N Texas St 6
Oregon 71. California 14
Temple 13, Pittsburgh 12
Texas.Arlington 48. SW Texam St
with two interceptions
Oregon
St 41, Wyoming 14
Virginia 21, Navy 9
13
Pacific U 38. N Arizona 2/3
in the final five minutes.
Ind:Wu, Pa 35, Slippery Rock 14
Texas A&M 38, Iowa St 17
Southern Cal 6, Arizona St 3
SOUTH
Ten.. Christian 42. Kane. St 10
His first came with 4:59
Stanford 28. San Jose Si 27
Alabama 37, SW Louisiana 14
FAR WEST
Ptah 26. Air Force 17
left as Tulane played
Army 24, Tennessee 24, tie
Brigham Young 18, Hawaii 13
ashingtal 35. Houston 7
Auburn 35, S Mississippi 12
second-and-goal from
Fresno St 20, Long Bench At IT
Washington St 16 Ball Si 14
Florida St 58. Miami. Fla 3
the Kentucky 8-yard
Georgia 24. Clemson 23
Georgia Tech 48, Citadel 3
line, and his second
Kentucky 30, Tulane 26
came at the Kentucky 30
LSU 27. Arizona 36
Momphia St 47. CIncliouti
with 1:28 left in the
Miesissiippi 14, Louisiana Tech 8
game.
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
S. Carolina 21, Doke 0
Watson scored a oneVanderbilt Al. Kann.6
They were the only in(AP) - South African shot victory in the
Virginia Tech 71, Richmond 13
terceptions thrown by
Denis Watson birdied 5-day, 90-hole tournaWake Forest 14. N Carolina St 15
Tulane quarterback
MIDWEST
the last hole to com- ment with a 341 total, 15
Bowling Green 41. Miami. Ohio 10
Ken Karcher, who passplete a windblown shots under par.
Cent Michigan 35, W Michigan
ed 37 times and com19
round of 68 Sunday and
Drake 35. New Mexico St 213
pleted 24 for 223 yards
scored his third victory
Illinois 40, Michican St 7
and two touchdowns.
of the season in the
Michigan 20. %Henan 14
Miasourf 47. Missiaappl St 30
Karcher was sacked
$1,122.500 Panasonic
Kentucky Hip kin.Football
N Illinois 24. Kent St 10
twice - once by Jeff
Saturday's 4:70014.•
Las Vegas Invitational
Nortimeetern 40, Indiana 37
Christia, Co 13, Trigg Co 12
Smith and once by
Notre Dam* 66, Colorado 14
Golf Touenament, the
Coo Catholic 43. Simon Kenton 0
Ohio U 16, E Michigan II
David Thompson - both
Ky Country Day 41, Owen Co 12
richest tournament on
Ohio St 46. Iowa 26
Lou DeSales 54. lou Holy Cross
in the third quarter.
Purdue 34 Minnemta 10
the PGA Tour.
28 13 01- 1
After the game,
tularie argued that two
calls cost them the
Nano.'Football lama.
game - a ruling that
Atlanta
2
2 0
500 122
92
Pararksai Conlereme
L A Flam•
2
2 0
500 71
75
Tyrone Vaugtuis was
Ent
New Orleans
2 2 0
500 OD 1 03
out of bounds on a
WI T Pcit
Pi
PA
Sunday's Gown
Miami
0 0 1 000 126
4
46
Waehington 26. New England 10
touchdown reception
N Y Jets
3
I
750 III
0
AO
Atlanta 42 Houston 10
and that return man
New England
2 0
2
NM 76
94
los Angeles Rams 24 01/1c1nnall II
I ndlana pol is
3 0
I
250 69 122
Curt Baham had touchCleveland Xl. Pittsburgh 10
Buffalo
04 0
000 67 107
New Orleans M. St Louis 24
ed a punt that was
Central
New York Jets 26, Buffalo 24
Pittsburgh
2
0
500 84
recovered in the end
38
Minnesota 70 Detroit 211
Cleveland
I
0
260 51
97
San Francisco It Philadelphia
zone for a touchdown by
Cincinnati
0
1300 74 114
Miami 44. Indianapolis 7
Houston
0
Kentucky's Matt Stein.
030 59 137
New York Glantz 17 Tamps Bay 14
Wool
Dallas M. Green Bay 8
Kentucky is 3-0, and
L A Raider.
0 i 000 74
41
Denver 21. Kans. City 0
Denys r
750 116
0
56
Tulane is 0-3.
Seattle 38 Chicago 9
Seattle

SEATTLE i Al-'The two men are
friends. They never
wanted the confrontation and say they're
glad it's over. But for
Franco Harris, it's with
a touch of envy for
Walter Payton, who has
finally passed him in the
chase for Jim Brown's
all-time National Football League rushing
record.
If it was ironic that
Payton passed Harris
on the day on which they
played on the same field
for only the second time
in the nine years they
have been in the National Football League
together, it was hardly
unexpected.
In fact, given the circumstances of a Payton
in top form and a Harris
playing himself into
shape, the result was
predictable: Payton, 116
yards in 24 carries; Harris, 14 carries for 23
yards. leaving Payton
just 221 yards short of

Brown's all-time NFL dicate if you're
the
rushing total of 12,312 greatest or not,"
Payton
and Harris 59 yards said. "A lot of
people put
behind Payton
a lot of stock in
Afterwards, with Har- numbers, but
that's not
ris' Seahawks 38-9 win- It. It's the way you
play
ners over Payton's out there, your
desire."
Bears, the two prinThe inevitable hapcipals walked off the pened at 1:38
p.m PDT
field together - Harris Sunday, when
Payton
consoling Payton for the swept right end
for nine
loss, Payton inviting yards, giving
him 40 in
Harris and his family to seven carries
compared
visit him after the
season in Chicago. Then
they came in and met
the hordes of newsmen
on the scene and said
the right things.
"I'm Just now starting
to feel comfortable,"
A 'dry run' of the
said Harris, who signed Autumn
Gold Run will
with Seattle after miss- be conduct
ed Saturday
ing training camp in a to
familiarize runners
salary dispute with the and workers
with the 5K
Pittsburgh Steelers that course for
the official
finally led to his release. race which
will be run
"The ideal situation is to Saturda
y, Oct. 13.
play hard, to have a
Both the dry run and
good season, and to go to the official
races will
the Super Bowl," Harris begin at
Murray High
said. "Then you worry School
with the dry run
about statistics."
beginning Saturday
"Numbers don't in- mornine at
930.

to three yards in four
carries for Harris, who
had entered the game 34
yards ahead
Payton now returns
home for games against
Dallas and New Orleans
in the expectation that
he'll get the 222 yards at
home "I'd like to do it
there," he said "Those
fans have gone through
a lot with me."

Autumn Gold 'dry run'
scheduled for Saturday
Anyone interested in
participating free, may
do so by showing up at
race time. The exercise
will help test the
volunteer workers and
the course.
On the official race
day, three activities will
be offered including the
5K and 10K runs and a
shorter, one -mile
runwalk.

SCOREBOARD

vtoShoe

Par Four.and The Fox •
form money-saving partnerships.

Your discount arts su • ermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car dfir truck parts...save 10-50%

Sale 20.99

Major League Baseball

Reg. $28. The Fox R has the slacks to
trap, too-these with coordinating belt.
Ban-Rolf waistband Polyester/combed
cotton oxfordcloth in subtle solid
colors Men's waist sizes 3010 42

Sale 12.99
Reg. $16. Striped-up Par Four* shirt
with ribbed trim Button-through chest
pocket Cotton/polyester knit
Men's sizes S.M.L.XL

Sale 16.99
R•g,920. Our Par Four* leans with easyfitting elasticized backwaist perform far
over par Polyester/cotton Season-right
solids in men's waist sizes 32 to 42

Sale 12.99
$16. Our Par Four• golf shirt has
lust the right casual stroke of fashion
In a variety of stripes and choice of
placket styles Cotton polyester knit
Men's sizes S.M.L.XL

Sale 2099.
Reg. $27. The season's best sports-our
Par Four* twill slacks With coordinating
leather-tabbed belt. Ban-Rol* waistband In a crisp blend of polyester.
combed cotton Easy-to-coordinate
solids Men's waist sizes 30 to 42
Sale prices effective through Siturday.

College Football Scores

Professional Golf

Prep Football

National League Football
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Monday's Gams
San Diego •t Ins Angeles Raiders
Santry.Seat 30
Buff&to ci 1 non..poi Is
Cleveland •t Kansas Clly
141014 at (111cajo
4Atarnl ci II Louis
New England at New tort .1.o•
Seattle •I Minnesota
Atlanta at San Francino
Detroit at San Inego
Green Bay at Tamps Bay
Los Angeles Raiders •t Denver
New Orleans at Hounon
New York Giant. •t Coe Angeles Rano
Philiwielphla .1 Washington
Monday. Oct I
eincinnsil ,o Pittsburgh

753-8971

E9ILA

JCPenney

Southside Center
If. .1 C ...... C0010404 104

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-40110

Ohio family tries to recover from mother's beating death
NORWOOD, Ohio
- Life is painful
I
for the husband and
daughter of a woman
beaten to death July 13
in this Cincinnati
suburb
Alton Coleman and
Debra Brown, suspects
in a six-state crime
spree, have been indicted on murder
charges in connection
with the beatings July 13
in which Marlene
Walters was slain and

her husband, Harry.
was critically injured.
They were discovered
bound in the basement
of their home by their
18-year-old daughter,
Sheri.
Walters, who was
released from the
hospital Aug. 27, is
recuperating, but says
he and Sheri will never
again live in the house
where the beating took
place.
"I can't face it," said

Well put the
Walters
place up for sale eventually and move
somewhere else in Norwood," he told The Cincinnati Enquirer. He
and his family lived in
the house since 1989.
Walters, 45, Is active
in a local church and
said its teachings "have
made my life a lot more
bearable."
The Walters have two
other children, Dan, 25,
and Stephanie Lockaby,

21
"All things considered, they've done
remarkably well,"
Walters said.
He declined to discuss
details of the attack for
fear of jeopardizing Coleman's and Ms.
Brown's prosecution.
Walters, who has been
living with relatives
since leaving the
hospital, must return
there three times a
week for treatment of

his remaining injuries
The self-employed
tool sharpener has lost
the use of his right hand,
although he can move
its fingers, and he said
he can use three fingers
of his left hand
-My doctor thinks the
use of my hands will
come back," said
Walters. "It could be
two days, two months or
two years."
The three companies
for which he sharpens

tools have told him he
won't lose their business
while he recuperates
'They said they would
buy new equipment in
stead of getting them
sharpened by someone
else," said Walters "It
really has amazed me
how nice everybody has
been.'
The city, where
Walters has lived since
1951 except for a fiveyear absence, also has
been supportive, he

said
Norwood High School
has launched a Marlene
Walters Scholarship
fund for music students,
realizing a dream of
Mrs Walters Her two
daughters were active
In the school's music
program
But Walters said he's
frustrated that Ms
Brown and Coleman will
have to face federal kidnapping charges in
Dayton before being

Reg. sug. pr
11)-10 bag cowers 5.030 sq. It.
264-6 analysis. Sionwnileame

tried on the state
murder charges, and
asked, "Why are those
type of charges sitting
and waiting for a kidnapping charge"
Coleman and Ms.
Brown are charged with
the kidnapping of Oline
Carmichel Jr , a Kentucky college professor
who was abducted from
a Lexington, Ky., and
later found unharmed in
his car trunk in Dayton.
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Stubblefield Jerseys will exhibit
at international livestock expo
Stubblefield Jerseys
of Murray, Ky will be an
exhibitor at the 1984
North American International Livestock Exposition. Officials of the
Expo said that Stubblefield Jerseys has
entered 9 head of dairy
for competition at the
North American International, an event which
will take place during
November 3-16 in
Louisville, Kentucky.
The NAILE will be held
at the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center.
The North American
International Livestock
Exposition is entering
its eleventh year, and
those who compete will
vie for over $300,000 in

total premiums and
awards. Beef cattle,
dairy cattle, swine,
quarter horses, draft
horses and sheep will be
shown during the twoweek Exposition, and
entries this year will include: 6 major dairy
shows; 15 major beef
shows; 11 sheep shows;
AWHA, NCHA and
NSBA approved quarter
horse events; a draft
horse show & sale;
market Hhg show;
junior steer show;
feeder calf show; junior
market lamb show; and
25 major sales.

confirmed that the
North American Championship Rodeo Finals,
school tours, the sale of
champions, children's
barnyard and an extensive variety of othe
events will be featured.
The large agri-products
exhibit-section will include western wear,
jewelry, livestock
grooming supplies and
much more.
Since its first appearance in 1974, the
NAILE has grown to
rank as the largest, indoor livestock exposition held anywhere in
the world. Over 100,000
In addition to the exvisitors and livestock
tensive number of
specialists from around
livestock which will be
the world are expected
at the NAILE, officials
to attend.

Farm organizations begin work
on proposals for 1985 farm bill

THE FAMILY FLOCK — Luara Nelson, 7, from Ft. Collins, Fairgrou
nds. Nelson, one of the youngest showpeople at
the
Colo., grins with pride recently as her family's sheep flock took a event,
spent most of her time in the shadows of the
big kids and
third place ribbon in the flock competition at the Colorado State
adults.

Laserphoto
LOUISVILLE, Ky. from Kentucky, Indirs
from unfair competi(AP) — Two national by increasing federal
tion. Other farm groups
farm organizations — loan guarantees and
have called upon the
seeking what they call- deferring some existing
government to impose
ed "grassroots" direc- government debts.
imports on cheaper,
tion from farmers — say
Woodland said he had
foreign tobacco.
WASHINGTON (AP) the "sodbuster" and send the
measure to That is to be added
they are working not seen the details of
While other groups — A
to Department to permit it
House-Senate measure, but House the president before
the $150 million for to use up to $200 million
together to help develop the president's an- claim to represent
negotiating panel has members resisted on planned adjourn
ment of operating loan of the guarantees for
a 1985 farm bill for nouncement, but said farmers, they are more
agreed to a $34 billion grounds that it was im- Congress
early next guarantees which Con- restructuring debts
"any aid that can be representative of
Congress.
compromise for next proper to attach legisla- month.
The National given is extremely im- agribusiness and other
gress included in a sup- under more liberal
year's spending by the tion for a new program
Although precise final plemental
Farmers Organization portant." He added that farm -related interests
appropra- terms of farm ownerAgriculture Depart- to an appropriations spending totals
were not ions bill signed into law ship loans.
and the National the aid must go to than the NFU and the
ment, including money bill.
available Wednesday, last month by
Farmers Union also farmers with the NFO, the two leaders
Charles Shuman,
Reagan.
to finance part of PresiThe action came committee staff
went on record against greatest need and that said at a news
FmHA administrator,
dent Reagan's new pro- Wednesday during
an members estimated the
the Reagan administra- the current efforts conference.
appeared before the
gram to help debt- afternoon-long session measure provided
Combined, a total of
for
tion's farm policies, would not provide an
conference committee
"In many cases, ridden
$650
million
farmers.
will
be
to work out differences spending of about $34.5
and said the provision
although the two groups immediate solution to what's good for
available to FmHA
But in agreeing on the between the House and billion, or
nearly the
do not endorse struggling farmers.
would allow repayment
agribusiness is not good farm, food
through next year to
and nutrition Senate on spending for same amount requeste
candidates.
of some loans over 40
d
"You can't legislate for agriculture," said
guarantee repayment of
bill, the conference programs administered in Presiden
t Reagan's
"The recovery the adequate farm in- Woodland. "We are
years instead of 15
farmer debts to banks —
committee scrapped a by the Department
of 1985 budget.
president speaks of has come," Woodland said.
years, which is the
meeting with more proposal to create
action
Reagan
announca ma- Agriculture in the fiscal
Included in the bill is
not reached into rural
Woodland said farm -oriented people."
period required for
jor new soil conserva- year that starts Oct.
1, $500 million for the ed Tuesday as part of a guaranteed operating
America," said DeVon government price supThe two groups are tion program
farm
debt
relief
designed
Sen. Thad Cochrt0i,R- Farmers Home Adloans.
Woodland, president of port programs that offer also seeking help from
package.
to protect erosion-prone Miss., chairman of the minist
ration to
the NFO, who was in
The biggest share of
church groups and farmland.
conference, said he guarantee loans made
Louisville Tuesday for a low prices often cause mayors of large cities to
Also approved by the the money in the apSenators on the con- hoped both chamber
s to farmers by private conference committee proprations bill, almost
farmers to grow more of stress the importance of
regional meeting.
ference committee can vote on the commit- lenders
to cover is a provision requested $11.5 billion, will go for
Agriculture is "under a product "out of a need agriculture as hunger
pushed for approval of tee's recommendations operating
expenses. by the Agriculture food stamps.
attack" because of for cash flow," thus in- becomes a growing confederal budget cuts and creasing commodity cern, Carpenter said.
financial problems fac- surpluses
"We do not have a
Some 300,000 farm food policy that deals
ing more farmers,
families are with hunger,"
Woodland said.
The meeting, one of represented oy the Carpenter said.
six the two groups are NFU, which is primariAfter four other
WASHINGTON (API allow that," Block_ said called the import plan a quoted: "China
is not China) can say that they
holding across the coun- ly involved in t‘rm scheduled meetings, the — American grain Wednesd
"foul move" by the obliged to accept the have been victimiz
ay.
ed
try, was described as legislation while the two organizations plan farmers are being un"Frankly, this is the United States.
foul
move
taken by the because they haven't
the first time two major NFO negotiates cot_ to report to the House fairly penalized by biggest market
A number of Farm United States. It is very been victimize
they
d yet,"
farm organizations had tracts for farmers in- Agriculture Committee China's pique over new have for textiles,
" Block Belt members of Con- likely that China will cut Block said in a
joined together to volving $700 mlllionfin by the end of the year, U.S. curbs on textile
im- said. "It has grown gress, fearful of losing its purchases of wheat telephone interview
discuss common commodities annually.
an NFO spokesman ports, says Agriculture dramatically for them." China as a lucrative from
the United States. with a group of farm
problems.
Neither organization said.
Secretary John R.
The new import market for U.S. wheat Grain is not a problem broadcasters.
"They
has many members in
The two groups met in Block.
restraints are being im- and other products, in China."
have a contract to
The two groups repre- Kentucky, but Cleveland Monday.
China "is using this plemented in stages, have urged President
The United States has fulfill, and I think they
sent mostly Midwestern Woodland and NFU Other meetings are textile situation as an beginning on Sept. 7. Reagan to scrap the new
a four-year agreement should fulfill it. I'm not
farmers. Among the 50 President Cy Carpenter scheduled for Amarillo, excuse" to balk at buy- Further curbs are rules.
with Peking pledging saying they won't fulfill
people attending the said the state's leading Texas; Omaha, Neb.; ing more U.S. grain scheduled Oct. 31. China
Last month, Peking's China to buy a it — they may do so
—
Louisville meeting were cash crop, burley tobac- Minneapolis
and "and I don't think that has complained bitterly official newspaper, the minimum of six million but certainly
we are
farmers and others co, needs to be protected Spokane, Wash.
the United States should about the curbs and has People's Daily, was
metric tons of wheat becoming somewhat
and corn annually. This apprehensive."
is the final year.
Although purchases exFrogs, newt, and
ceeded the minimum in
toads don't have to cross
each of the first two the
road to get to the
years, those declined in
other side in West Ger1983 and have continued
many. More than 50 amto lag in 1984.
phibian underpasses
"I don't think the PRC
have been built under
WASHINGTON (AP) growing conditio
(People's Republic of
ns im- report said. "However,
Based on state their crop, with 15 perhighway sites
This year's burley
— Tobacco production is proved
leaf quality, and
large
dollar,
strong
the
estimates, the 1984 flue- cent of the marketings crop is expected
=I
=1
MIN
rebounding sharply
=11
=11
to inI=
11.1
despite large supplies, world supplies and cured crop
MB
Mil
IMO
1.1
totals 858 going under govern- crease sharply, along
IMO
=I
=I
OM
=I
after last year's
prices at flue-cured auc- already high prices of million pounds,
up 4 per- ment loan.
with more Maryland,
drought -reduced tions are averagin
g a lit- U.S. tobacco will con- cent from last
year.
"Despite a bigger fire -cured, dark airharvest, sending tle higher than
last tinue to dampen However, inventori on
crop, large supplies and
es
Agriculture Depart- season."
exports."
hand as of July 1 were unchanged price supCome See Us...
ment economists to
The total tobacco supCigarette output in the down 2 percent, mean- port, the improv
ed cured and cigar types of
computers and scratch ply for 1984-85
is ex- United States may drop ing a total flue-cured quality
of this year's tobacco. No burley propads to figure out what pected to
rise about 4 this year from 1983's 667 supply
of about three (flue-cured) crop has duction figures were inhappens next.
percent to 5.5 billion billion pieces, and "inbillion pounds, 1 percent boosted prices," the cluded, but the report
As of Sept. 1, total pounds, with burley
504 Maple St. Murray
753-4461
ac- creased prices and less than last year
report said. "Sales
U.S. tobacco output was counting for most of the
(Across
health concerns" may
free.
Illstkoint
First
tie
am*
Flue -cured sales through Sept. 14 averagforecast at 1.74 billion increase. Flue-cu
said the 1984-85 supply
red cause U.S. cigarette use
began July 25 and by ed $1.78 per pound,
Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-noon
pounds, up 22 percent supplies are down,
to drop about 1 percent, Sept. 14 growers had about 1 percent above will be about 12 percent
from the 1983 harvest of however.
III
MN
MO
NIP
larger than in 1983-84
MI
MI
=I
OM
=It
MO
NO
the report said.
marketed 55 percent of the previous year."
NB
NM
=I
=I
MI
1.43 billion pounds, inOfficials said that
cluding hefty gains for world cigarette sales
flue-cured and burley, will probably hold
the two major U.S. steady in the
coming
tobacco crops and the year, indicating little
leading kind for change in the amount of
Save on Feed, Seed,
cigarettes.
unmanufactured tobacFertilizer and Pet Supplies
"Both acreage and co that will be required.
yields are higher," the
'Exports may rise a
department's Economic little from last
year's
Research Service said 520 million
pounds
•Ley Pellets
Tuesday in a new because of the
better
•Pig Starter Pellets
outlook report. "Better quality 1984 crop,"
the

Panel agrees to $35 billion for USDA

Block: China unfairly penalizing farmers

Big rebound from drought year

Tobacco crop may rise by about 20 percent

I.K.T. Auto Parts

We'll fix you up

Is Your Car In The Shop For Repairs?
Taking A Late Vacation?
Rent A Cavalier For
$ 1 29°4:1 per Week*

Mister Farmer
Bailey's Farm Lumber
Has The Materials
For All Your
Building Needs
Oak and Poplar

Creosoted Lumber
Treated Pine
Fencing Materials Metal Roofing

*Rabbit Pellets
•Proteln Supplement Pellets
•Dog Feed Pellets
•Horse Feed Pellets

...Keeping Calloway County
Grain In Calloway County
and Savings In your Pocket...

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Road

753-5378

Air Conditioning
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Tilt Wheel
Cruise Control
AM/FM Stereo

TAYLOR LEASE INC.

Call Gene At Dwain Taylor Chevrolet 502-753-2617
•Sulli•ct To Avollegillity. Tow AL Insurance Includod.
204:Milli's At No Chore,.
Offer good through 9-3111-114
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Four men escape Jamestown jail

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

JAMESTOWN. Ky
(API - A manhunt was
underway this morning
in Russell County after
a jailbreak in
Jamestown.
Russell County Police

Dispatcher H M Bottom said four men fled
the jail about 11 30 p m
Sunday after grabbing
jailer Larry Skaggs
They kind of bruilied
me up a little bit,''

Skaggs said
One of around and startedto
them said he was sick leave to get a doctor and
and I opened the (cell) the four of them jumped
door partially. I stepped me."
in a little bit to where I
Skaggs said the
could see I saw the boy prisoners, all from
was sick and I turned Casey County, has torn
a pipe tobacco can apart
and held the jagged
edge at his throat
"They said they'd kill
me -If I didn't quit
fighting them but I continued to resist until
they pinned me down on
a bunk," Skaggs said.
Frances Drake
The jailer said the
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER, 25, 1984
escapees took his car
keys and $20 in cash
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
after locking him in the
To Sad oat what the stars say, read ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
cell, but they couldn't
the forecast given for your birth sign.
It's time to spruce your wardrobe
find his car.
appearance. A rumor has no basis
and
ARIES
"Normally I park in
in fact. Money comes from an unex/Pt
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
front of the jail, but I
pected source.
Though you should put aside farSAGITTARIUS
had parked In front of
fetched business ideas, you'll still find
fie
the courthouse."
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21
an outlet for originality in creative
A friend in trouble confides in you.
One of the four,
areas.
19-year-old Steve Snow,
You may plan an unusual party. Allot
TAURUS
from your schedule for arsurrendered a short
O,
r some time
(Apr. 28 to MaY 20)
pursuits.
time after the break but
Innovative methods bring you suc- tistic
CAPRICORN
Ronnie McQueary, 20,
cess careerwise. Let work come
Dec. 22toJan.19(
Steve Perkins, 24, and
before pleasure. Capitalize on the op- (
You're enthusiastic about a career
Esker Gilpin, 22, were
portunity at hand.
development, but it's still too early to
still at large this
GEMINI
let everyone in on your luck. Mum's
morning.
I May 21 to June 20)
the word.
Skaggs said he did not
ALcept an invitation from a coAQUARIUS
have
the records of the
worker. Romantic developments to(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
prisoners but knew that
day are exciting, but be careful not to
A friend's "holier than thou" atSnow was in jail on a
spend too much money.
titude is a bit of a turn-off. You'll get
felony case and some of
CANCER
to visit someone at a
the others were
"OE the chance
June 21 to July 22)
distance. Contacts help career.
awaiting transfer to the
A partner has extravagant ideas. As
PISCES
nage
state penitentiary.
a social obligation, you may owe sonew
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Bottom said the
meone a dinner at your place. Accent
A friend will profit more from some
Russell County sheriff's
a new angle on the job.
good advice than a cash loan. InLEO
department, Casey
teresting career developments are
(July 23to Aug. 22(
County and Ferguson
perking for you.
You'll be doing more entertaining
authorities joined state
YOU BORN TODAY have an
now and in the corning month. You
police in the search for
analytical mentality and are atmay be bored with routine. Seek
the escapees.
tracted to intellectual pursuits. You
creative outlets.
He said dogs were behave the ability to commercialize
VIRGO
ing used to track the
sit your creative talents successfully and
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
three.
may be drawn to music, poetry, acA fall trip may be on your agenda. A
ting and writing. Both practical and
new item for the home has you ex- idealistic, you can succeed in
Ant colonies are
cited. Matters pertaining to real busine4ses allied to the arts. You'd
female societies, and all
estate are favored.
make a fine teacher, though in your
worker ants are female
LIBRA
personal life you are subject to bouts
The only job of the drone
ISept.23toOct.221
of depression and introversion. Birth
males, when they
You'll have to keep home expenses date of: William Faulkner, writer;
mature, is to mate briefdown. An unexpected invitation to Barbara Walters, TV personality;
ly with a young queen
travel should be accepted. Original and Juliet Prowse,actress.
thinking is accented.
ant.

''Understanding
God"

Mondays 7 PM
Cumberland Rm.
(3rd level) of MSU
Student Center
For more Information

call 753-7217

Career
Opportunity

ciE

(0
.11.014)

Immediate Income

Avon
Call Now
Sherry Howell
436.5539
AUTO glass, plate
glass, window glass
replaced Store fronts,
storm windows & patio
door glass replaced
Mirror glass. table tops
cut to size M & G
complete glass. Bid. 16
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-0180

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
430-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

CANADIAN lotteries
pay tax free millions to
lucky USA winners. For
free details call toll free
1-800-268-5297. Operator
CT0'7.

Spouse
Abuse
Hotline
759-4050

I, BETTER 6011! I'VE HEARD THAT PIZZA
ATTRACTS LI6NTNIN6!
IN THE HOUSE..

Help Wanted

11'5 ALL SO PERFECTLY
DEPRESSING I CAN'T WIPE
THIS SMILE OFF MY FACE

PROCESS MAIL' $78.00
per hundred' No experience Part or full
time
Start Immediately Details-send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41
Box 9014 Stuart. FL
33495

lob, the company, and
the people you work
with. Also you'll add
purpose to your life,
serving this vital
community function
The work is interesting
and the pay Is good Top
national company offers outstanding benefit
program
No experience required-we'll
train you for a position
that assures you of a
future. Above average
potential Must be high
school grad, or equiva•
lent, with some tying
ability. Apply In person.
Kentucky Finance Co.
Inc., 106 South 5th
Murray, Ky 42071. We
are an equal opportunity employer M/F
EAHN up to 95.000
monthly as a Real
Estate foreclosure rep.
No license or experience required
National Company
provides complete assistance. For info call :
317.839-6900, Ext. 1213_
IrUN and adventure
Crew needed on
sailboat. No experience
necessary. Send picture
to P.O. Box 577, Paris.
TN. 98242.
GOVERNMENT Jobs.
Thousandsof vacancies
must be filled immediately. $17,643 to
$50 , 112 . Call
716-882-2900, including
Sunday, Ext. 31322.
RAVE fun while you
make money. New resort on Lake Barkley is
now hiring full and
part-time personnel.
Must be well dressed
and enthusiastic, call
Immediately 1-924-5814
ask for Vance
Tr you need a job and a
good chance to get a
GED. If you are 16 thru
21 years old, have been
out of school for 9
months or more, do not
have a high school
diploma or GED, you
may qualify for our
program. CAII us be.
tween 8:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Calloway County Out of
School Youth 753-9378.
MATURE Dependable
full time babysitter in
my home. Mon.-Fri.
Need immediately.
Must have own transportation. Good salary
and pleasant surrounding. Call 753-1266 days,
753-3493 nights.
books. Up to 9750 next
weekend guaranteed!
Send for Free Information. Pender Publishing
Company. "Dept." A
Box 54, New Concord,
Ky. 42076.
ASSISTANT to magician. Write Dr. Bloch
the magician 920 East
6th St., New York, NY.
10009.
NEW report! Flow to get
a Government job. Send
$1.00 and S.A.S.E. to
Job's Box 973 Murray.
Ky. 42071.

*TRAVEL CAREER*

a
ysitter/housekeeper,
full-time, Mon. Fri
Experience, references
requested. Send application to 1543 Oxford
Dr. Murray, Ky.

SOME DOPE WrIt4 A'TRUMPET
15 WAiLIN' SOME. BLUES ON
THE RADIO AND MY
BREAKFAST IS COLD

6

MONEYMAKINC

AY'S Monograms and
printed apparel downtown Murray, Ky. Banner
house purses at 10q off if
we monogram. Call 7537743.
CrEM Seal black top
sealer, 97.85 per 5 gal.
Mid-South Wholesale,
342 East Washington.
Paris, Tennesse,
901-642.2552.

6

4. Help Weet•d
CASHIER
No experience Pleasant

work, You'll like the

simple
but
A
Nonpow•rful
denominational Bible
Study tor Everyone

Your Individual
Horoscope

A

Notic•

TACO Johns, now accepting applications.
Only clean, dependable,
hard working, need
apply in person at
Central Shopping Center. No phone calls.

Airlines are now
accepting
applications from
individuals seeking a career in
travel. For more
info wend self addressed stamped
envelope to TCI
51 E Utopia St. 1,
SLC., Ut. 84115

Help Wanted

srivrart-m-&--11iFt
house keeping & iron
Mg sail alter 5 pm
7534871

Help Wanted
Wanted ladles all
ages. Liven up your
Ill, with•full or part
time job doing color
analysis
and
cosmetic
makeovers. Ground
floor opportunity to
grow with America's
premiere color and
cosmetic company.
Set your own hours.
Earn 100-8200 per
day and more on personal sales. Recruit
and earn up to 20%
commissions, company car, vacations,
etc. Six figure income
potential.
Complete company
training. Small investment required.
Beauty Care & Color.
Erin, Tn.
1-615-289-314.4

9. Situation

Wanted

F_.XPERIENCEL)
daycare worker will do
babysitting for working
mothers from 6:30am to
5:30pm. Call 436-5420 or
759-1489 after 5:30pm.
EENERAL house
cleaning. Experienced,
dependable. References
supplied. Also, carpet
cleaning and floor
stripping. Call 759-4604
after 3PM.
will do babysitting in
my home at Fox
Meadows B-15 days or
afternoons. Three years
experience, good with
children. Mornings phone 759-1461.
TURN Lane back hoe
service and septic tank
pumping. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-8669.

ACROSS

I'LL BET I Y
CAN PUT 61X
MEATBALLS IN
MY MOUTH AT
ONCE

WHATEVER
YOU P01
CAN 20
BETTER!

`
1SARGE CAN'T
RESIST A
CHALLENGE

L.114ATI5
THAT?!

I THINK HE'S wEALTHY,
BUT IM NOT
Lige

mccLITCHEON
ON CNE

weLLo,(906A , WHY ,8R TA! CiliLpREN
TOTA TOTOO,
UP SO LATE "MERE
144 DIANA
°SOO.'

41 Goal
42 Mix
43 Petition
44 War god
45 Guido's low
note
47 Former Russian
ruler
49 Cheerless
53 Horse's home
57 Poem
58 Fracas
60 Belonging
tous
61 Cry of crow
62 Pigpens
63 Mature
DOWN
1 Soft food
2 The self
3 Small child
4 Surfeit
5 Expectations

-varrrill9T171117T

TRY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

moo um Immo
OUUU 0120 0000
UOUO UOU M000
UOUOUU DUO=
OU MOO
UUOU UUMUOUU
DUB OOMUU U0 A
UOUMU000 UMO
00110 00
0000120 UMOUUO
UMW UO0 MU
MOUU UMO 10000
0000 OCIO MUM
6 King of Bashan
7 Rocky hill
8 Blunt end
9 Bone of body
10 Metric measure

instruction

cry Mon ,Tues.. k
Thurs 5:1 5pm at
Woodman's Summer
Camp on 641 N iFormer Murray Gymnastics Center) Joy
Thomas 901-247.5611
BEGINNING Yoga
class starting In Murray
September 25th Call
435-4261

14 Want to Buy
OLD Murray telephone
book, 1950 1974 Call
498 s141, 8 am 4 prMon Fri
15

Articles tor

Sale

Office Furniture
New shipment from
New York.
Partite List. Wood Chip
pendale desk. Credenza
and phone stand Very
large selection of metal
chairs
files.
desk
tables
bookcases
folding tables, excellent
quality and condition

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302
S2 SHINGLES- 917.95 sq
15-LB Felt- $8.00 roll
Mid-South Wholesale,
342 East Washington,
Paris, Tennessee, 901642-2552.
lINING room table &
chairs and hand sewn
quilts. Call 247-8534.
SCRAP 1/2
Plywood,
$3.00 sheet. Great for
duck blinds, dog houses,
etc... Mid -South
Wholesale, 342 East
Washington, Paris,
Tennessee, 901-642-2552.
VERY nice 8-piece living room suite, 9200. Call
492-8987 or 753-3146.

16. Hoene Furnishings

NEW
SHIPMENT
Sale on all dining
room, living room
and
bedroom
suites. All table
and floor lamps
25% off.
CARRA WAY
FURNITURE
105 N. 3rd
753-1502

10. Business Opportunity
BE
Join Dynamic International Service Company Full training with
management assistance. High Earning
Potential. Exclusive
territory. Ambitious
Individuals only. Call
John Williams collect,
Person-to-Person (817)
756-2122.
A MILY BUSINESS.
Earn $40.000-975,000 per
year in a tremendously
growing market Work
aut of your home or
office. No inventory. All
brochures & training
supplied. We advertise
nationally for you. $3,
995 returnable deposit.
Ask for Bill.
314-785-5576.
OPEN a beautiful
jeans, sportswear or
children's shop. Free
brochure. Top brands!
Low prices! $11,975 to
919,975 to completely set
you up Call 1-404-4694438.
the New Avon
earnings opportunity
and earn 82504500
weekly. Call 753.0232
anytime. For service
too.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Fondle
4 Blemishes
9 Uncooked
12 Time gone by
13 Thieves' slang
14 Anger
15 Vegetable
17 Grated
19 Trial
21 Exist
22 Wild plum
25 Vessel
27 Collections
31 Goddess of
healing
32 Pierce
34 Forenoon
35 Dry, as wine
36 Bow
37 Running
36 Calcium carbona/. rock

11

XEMITTr7v&
-'Eitreev.

1 Marry
16 Devoured
8 Whiskers
20 Measure of
weight
22 Fastens
23 Boundary
24 Either's partner
26 A state
28 Banking term
ebbr
29 Make amends
30 Dispatches
32 Footlike part
33 Pedal digit
35 Antitoxin
39 Roman 1001
40 Away
41 Teutonic deity
44 Macaw
46 Scottish caps
48 The sweelsop
49 Physician
cotlog
50 Mountain on
Crete
51 Stitch
52 Permit
54 Neckpiece
55 Haul with effort
58 Before
59 Chimes dietwicememum

22.Musical
C N ITIONED upright piano with new
keys. $375 Baby bed
with mattress. $25. Call
437-4432

24. Miscellaneous
2
1 / 2"- 4 x
SHEETROCK. $6.25
Paneling-$4.75 and up
Mid-South Wholesale,
342 East Washington,
Paris. Tennessee. 901642-2552.
150 CHEVY engine.
$325. Ca114343-2818.
L
1 ROGHAPHIC
copy paper, toner, developer and onion skin
paper, (legal size I will
accept offers Call 7531282.
FrINAL close-out sale of
1984 Wheel Horse
lawnmowers_ Also
several used riding
mowers at special
prices. Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
GET ready for fall
weather! We do screen
and glass repair. MidSouth Wholesale. 342
East Washington,
Paris, Tennessee, 901642-2552.
MANUAL and electric
I ypewriters,
calculators, junior and
senior encyclopedia
Britannicas, electric
motors, floor polisher.
Tappan range hood
753-2226
°ULAN chain saws,
oregon saw chains, 1(Y"
off Files, mixing oil,
bar lube, $9.79 gal. Log
splitters, hydraulic and
screw type. Splitting
mauls and wedges
Year end sale on Gilson
lawn & garden equipment Hazel lawn &
garden center, 311 Main
St Hazel, Ky. Call
492-8147 We sell-we
trade-we service.
ROYAL Satalite 2001
typewriter, portable,
electric with case. Excellent condition $250.
Call 492.8707

26

TV

Radio

rEAVEY soun
system. series 700
stereo power-mixer, 3
T-300 speakers. I set of
minl•monitors. 2
Peavey mikes, 1 other
mike, 2 mike stands, all
cords and vinyl covers
Included, 9700 Phone
762-4364.

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
I 12x60 & 1 12x 65 real
nice See Brandon Dill
at Dill Trailer Ct
1 BEDROOM, 1261
with 4x10 living room
extentlon. Central nat
gas, heat & alr Mostly

furnished Lots of
cabinet k closet apace
Located on large lot
with brick porch, car
port and out building.

Call 492-8892 after 5 pm
28. Mobil. /tomes for Rent
.10x40 3 i3P:DR
trailer, $126 • month
Call eveninfs 3646710
1 OR SEfR, furnished.
AC/natural gas Shady.
Oaks 763-6200

MA

25"
AF
•

THE MURRAY LEDGER It
TIMES

MONDAY, 8EP1'EMBEK 24, tem

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
MIL MOM Homes for Rent
3 BEDROOM trailer.
Kenlana Shores $100
plus $100 deposit No
pets Call 416-6364
EXTRA nice, small
mobile home Ideal for 1
person Nice yard 890/
month Call 753-8216
after 5p m
NEW- 2 BR, 1 1/2 mi
out on 280 in Roberts
subdivision Call 7591007
NICE 2 BR trailer for
rent near Murray, no
pets
s cai 489- 811
or rent
e
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer CI

32

Apts for

Rent

2 BEDROOM, z bath.
furnished apt over
looks Barkley Lake
near Kuttawa. Ky $400
per month phis utilities
plus deposit Call 1-3887963 or 314-334-4292
I BEDROOM, un
furnished apartment
No pets Adults only
Lease k deposit Call
753-9208 after 4'm
1 or
ap
near downtow
urray
Adults only
all 7534109, 762436-2844

34

Houses tor

Rent

/ BEDROOM house, 1
bath, washer dryer
hook up, refrigerator
and stove. 121 N., Stella.
$150 per month, $150
deposit Call 753.3992
after 6 p.m.
ATTRACTTVE unfurnished, all electric, 3
BR home. Carport, 2
utility rooms, fenced in
backyard, near hospital. $150 security de
posit. $250 per month
rent. Call 753-9829.

Pets•Supplies

38

rgrriMnrise,
New Concord area. Low
utility bills. 11/2 acres,
good garden section
Located on Hwy 121
For further information
call days 763-3142,
evenings 7530519 ask
for Dick

AIM regiatered Cocker
Spaniel puppies Call
489 2241
44

Lots for Sale
IDEAL conrinerc
lot
& building in good
location Lot Is 210x335
k building has 4500 sq
ft with lots of parking
space A good invest
ment for the right
person with the right
ideas' For more information call Mary
Jane at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

49

Used Cars

53

FOR SALE

Services Offered

stuck mut (1,
built homes
groans. and Ir.°,
WOW artwork
CARTER Still
800 MAIN IS •

1981
Cadillac,
silver
&
black
Seville, diesel, new
430,000, 58,000
mks, stM under
sverranty. $2,000
down take over
payments or pay
off bank

Stubblefield
Electric

53

S•rvICIIS Oilfired

WELL
DRILLING
We specialize in
nev•r rust Plastic
wells lasted water
lines, water systems
and complete well
service

Royster & McAlpin
Well Drilling

53

Services ()tiered

Feed and Seed

FOI-t Sale, Ky 31 Fescue 96.75 Germination.
30 cents lb 901-642-8644
days. 901-642-8542 or
1112-7482 evenings

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 26,
1984 - 10 A.M.
HOUSE AND LOT

24 hr. Service
Phone
753-7113
901-364-3476
electric efficiency apt.
Modest utilities. $100
45 Farms for Sale
1978 'THUNDERBIRD,
DAVE'S Cleaning
security deposit $120
itY owner, 291 acre diamond jubilee edition
per month rent Call
JBE (Sonney) McKin- (formerly Jeff's Carpet
30. Business Rentals
Cleaning), Windows
farm in Henry Co long All factory extra's in- ney Appliance Service
753-9829.
and carpets
road frontage Terms cluding power sun roof. All makes and models
ReTAKING applications
available Call 901-642- $3800 Call 442-5851 (Authorized Service on sidential and Corn
for Section 8 Rent
Mini
Paducah.
merical
9265
Free
EsSubsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
Montgomery Ward Ap1979 CAPRICE Classic, pliances)
BR
Apply Hilldale TWO 2 bedroom
Warehouse
Located at timates Phone 436-2845
un
46
one
Homes
owner
4
for
dr,
ac,
Sale
pb.
between
Call
9 a m & 10
Apts . Hardin, Ky
George Hodge and Son
furnished houses ap
Storage Space Equal
ps. cruise, pw. pl, Used
pm
Housing prox. 8 mi
Furniture Store
SE of I BR house. newly AM•FM stereo, like new
Opportunity
753-8506
decorated
or
For Rent
inside
402-8704
and
Murray. Rent reduced
tires Excellent condi•
Near tion Call
for married couple with out, carpeted
753-2837
753-1492
33 Rooms for Rent
no children or pets. hospital, grocery and 1979 T-Bird, excellent
Aluminum and Vinyl
References 8 deposit schools. 403 South 10th. condition Call 247-6710
siding and Aluminum
'LEAN up shop for SLEEPING rooms, ex- required.
By owner, $19,500 Call
Call
492
8594.
after 8PM
trim for all houses. It
rent, 3 bay. Call cellent location
759.4620.
753.5561.
759-4541.
stops painting.
18 ACRES with 3 EITI
37. Livestock-Supplies
INTERIOR
OR sale, 5 car shop 1 l-fbMS for college
brick home, 1 1 / 2
Jock Glover
EXTERIOR
mile south of Murray. students, for boys, one RIDGENN 00D baths Plenty of closets,
PAINTING
753-1873
block
from
university, STABLES. Horses cabinets, and dry
Call 759-4845.
utilities included, single boarded. Stalls and basement. Upper 40's.
1981 Cadillac,
31
Want to Rent
or double occupancy. pasture space availa- Will consider trade.
WALLPAPERING
ROtJI"ING. Plumbing.
Burgand
y and Siding,
753-5661
ble.
$20 per month. Near Paris. Call 901-6424 BR. 2 bath house.
Additions,
white, 4 door Painting, General
753-3010.
7135.
Would consider 3 BR 1
CarI BR, 1 bath, large lot,
1/2 bath. Call 762-4662
sedan, red leather pentry. P A. Molony Co
38. Pets-Supplies
newly decorated.
753 - 8628
Free
ITSIT faculty & staff 34. Houses for Rent
interior, diesel, Estimates
1 1/2 YEAR old female Located about 5 miles
member looking for 3 or NICE 3 BR house in
$2,000 down
4 bedroom home Would excellent location. $325 Golden Retriever AKC south of Murray on 641.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Priced
registered.
at
821,900. Phone
Call 753-6886
be interested in a 6 a month. Call 753 2356
take
over
Aluminum Service Co.
753-0839 or 436-2935, or
after 5:00PM.
month or 12 month after 5PM for details
APPLIANCE SERpayments.
Aluminum and vinyl
I MALE & female ARC. see Carlos Black Jr.
lease. Call 762-6768 or Available Oct. 15. De
VICE. Kenmore,
registered Cairn BEAUTIFUL 3 bed762-6804
siding. Custom trim
posit required.
Westinghouse.
Terrier puppies_ Call room rustic house near
Whirlpool. 21 years
work. References.
Paris landing on large
247-4080.
experience. Parts and
Call Will Ed Bailey,
lot. Also sugar chest 1980 AMC Spirit 2 door
service. Bobby Hopper,
ALPNE.
very old. Call 901-642- hatchback. Air, P.B.,
753-0689.
Birds, Hamsters,
Bob's Appliance Sersmile evelmws
9265.
P.S., like new tires, new
(
Tropical Fish &
la
vice. 202 S. 5th St
loMer=M
y
home shocks, new AM/FM SEASONED oak 753.4872, 753.8888
Supplies.
Aug
in Lynn Grove. White cassett radio. New firewood Custom
split- I home I.
Specials In Store
vinyl siding. Well in- alternator, Very
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
clean. ting, also tree trim sulated. Carport. gar- Asking $3,000 or best ming Call 753-5476
PET
PEN
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
age and other outbuild- offer. Call 354-6879.
1101 Story Ave.
ing. Nice garden spot. 1980
DATSON fififelsgon
759-1322
Call 759-1149.
BAILEY'S FARM
510, air, ps, cassette,
FOR sale by owner. good
tHIHUAH As, AKU.
tires, 4.speed.
LUMBER
weeks old, long/sort large, older, 4 bedroom Excellent condition
,
For all your
hair $100. Call 901-782- farm house on 3/4 acre Highway 35 MPG,
Call
MAN OR WOMAN NORTHWSEST
with barn and storage 753-8507
3268.
out building needs
after 6 p.m.
LABRADOR
759-1099
Retri- building in New Provi- 1981 Monte Caro.
ESTABLISHED TERRITORY
ever puppy, 8 weeks old, dent. Asking $17,503 will Loaded. Call
Comer
of Industrial Rd
Keith Black's
435-4338.
TENN. & SOUTHWEST KY.
yellow & black female. consider any reasona
198T TOY° IA Corolla
Painting
If you are a hard worker with a successful
AKC registered. Wor- ble offer. Call 214-675SEWING
SR
Machine
-5.
AM/FM
Re.
cassette
interior & Exterior
med & shots. Mayfield, 6566.
work or self employment history, we will
pair. All makes and
stereo
and
new
tires.
247-8046 after 5:30p m.
reiasonabl• rates. Cal
Invest our time and money to help you
models. Industrial,
5-speed. Call 474-8880.
LOST' Small female
Keith Block 753-62
FOR SALE BY OWNER
bercoma more successful. we wirlcorrts suc1982 OLDS Cutless home and commercial.
dog, black with little bit
for from estimate.
4 bedroom brick colSupreme Sedan. Vinyl 38 yrs. experience. All
cessful retail managers, owners, coaches,
of brown on face & legs.
roof, AM/Fm stereo work guaranteed. Kenonial style and 3 saes.
supervisors, laxiscutivai secretaries, office
1 ear tends to stand up.
neth
Barnhill.
753-2674,
APPLIANC
cassette,
39,000 mi.,
E REPAIR Small reward. Call
managers, law enforcement offices, inLiving room, dining
Factory authorized for
$7,000. Call 753-4186 Stella, Ky.
438-5510.
surance adiustors, real estate agents and
room, den, new buk-in
Tappan. KelvinaWr and
after 5 p.m.
Pt/RE bred black Lab
other winners to our sales team.
Brown. Service on gas
DODGE Mon-lco 1974,
kitchen appliances.
pups, $50. Call 437-4738
and electric ranges,
fair condition, P.S. Call
•limite,d Travel
or 437-4157.
Barn, pond, fenced in
microwaves, dis$59-9835, 1208 Main St.
'Management Opportunity
INTGISIEITED Pointer
hwashers. repasture and workshop.
Apt. 63.
puppies, 4 months old.
•Seles Experience Optional
frigerators, etc. Earl
LAST
Lovely
tree
chance!
setting.
19/7
Also, older puppies for
`Non Technical Product
Lovett, 354-6966 or 753Monte Carlo, P.S., P.B.,
sale_ Pointers Skid SetLess than 15 minutes
5341.
*Sales and product in field training
tilt, pw, air, cruise,
ters At stud son of
from Murray. 449,500.
*High commission and repeat sales to in$1300. Serious inquires
Miller's Chief. Call
Call 1-345-2817
only phone 7-9 p.m. only
dustrial and institutional accounts
492.8607 or 753-5169.
7594515
•Excellent fring• benefits and Profit
43.Real Estate
Free
sharing.
47. Motorcycles
• Achievement and performance bonuses
1973 VW
Estimates
1975
HARLY
STROuT
Davidson
•Our successful men and women earn
Hatchback.
753-5459 or
Super Glide, stock, good
REALTY
$40,000 to $100,000
condition. $2500. Call
535000 Call
753-8072
Up to 6300 weekly solar./ plus $ISO mon753-8146 or after 6 p.m.
Lou Ann Pfillpot 793-6843
759-1424.
759-4866 after
Wayne Wilson 753-50138
thly 'expense allowance plus Nonusers durJoe L. Kennon 438-56713
1983 HONDA 3 wheeler.
•
••••e
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
ing training p•riod. Lat• model car
„is•••
7 p.m.
1912 Coldwater Road
Call 753-0716.
arrequired.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
1985 HONDA 200X 3
.
vs
(5021 763-01813
SEND RESUME TO
wheeler. Brand new. 50 Used
Trucks
Anytime
still
under
warranty
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORP.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
•
JOE L KENNON
Call after 5 p.m., 435- 1947 WILLIS Jeep. Ex8. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Broker
P.O. Box 30310
cellent condition. Also, •
4484.
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Licenwl & Bonded
I, WHEELER and Dirt 403 Olds engine corn• •
Memphis, Tn. 38130
• SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
plete.
Call
354-6381.
Bike Repair. Call after
librch • 004 • Welroul • Chem,
5p.m. LAW ATV Ser- 1967 FORD F-100 V-8, •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
3-speed, white spoke •KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
vice, 753-9346.
wheels, good body. runs
BUILT FURNITURE &
•CUSTOM
FURNITURE REFINISHING
4 9 . Used Cars
well. Call 489-2773 after
COMPIITITIVI
PRICES
•
5 p.m.
1968 CHEN ROLET Im
• Dwov My & Soo
753-5940
pale 327 four -door, 1875 CHEVROLET
Or.. Display
automatic transmis- Silverado, automatic,
1212 Main Murray Ky
sion, power steering, power steering. pb, air.
brakes, $250. Call after Nice. Call 753-9181 or
753-8124.
6:30p.m. 753-0968.
1975 -MERCTJRY Mon- 1978 DATSON Pick-Up
tego. 4-door. 55,000 mi. Good condition, $1895.
14ft. aluminum boat,
Like new Call 753-7523.
1975 MONTE Carlo 8100. Call 489-2596.
NEW
Conversion. blue
automatic. P.S., P.B.,
air, good condition. Call & gold. 1979 Chev Van.
489-2594. Ask for LC or Automatic, tilt, cruise,
(aip This Ad From The Paper
air, 40.000 mi.. $9,500.
Lisa
1975 MUSTANG Hat- Plush-must see. Ford
And
Save For A Handy Reference)
super
cab. 1974. Autochback for sale or trade
for Pick•Up truck. Have matic Good mechanical condition. 11800 Call
to see to appreciate
759-9609
Call 753-1969.
1976 MUSTANG Ghia,
Campers
51
cylinder with 302 en
6.... - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
gine. Moon roof that 1977 AIR stream 27 ft
excellent
Phase 753-5351/753-5352
cond
air
does not leak. Good
condition. Call 489-2521 cond . electric
jack.many
extras
Call
after 5 p.rn.
1977
'"rl'Er, red. 753-7792
automatic, AM/FM 52. Boats -Motors
TROUIRES
cassett, air, good gas
milage. $16C83. Call 762- 14 FT Jon boat wlØt
it's with wel
trolling motor. battery,
2758.
Ps, plurnbi
1978 CADILLAC. excel- 7 1( 2 h p Sears out.
19" Diagonal Portable
TV MX 100
ent condition
New board. and Moody
electric, then
Chassis, 90° In Line Matrix
trailer. 1400 Phone
tires & shocks. $4950
Tube, One
Knob Electronic Tuning
436-2818
Call 759-1509.
ye the answer.
Automatic Color Circuit,
1978 -LINCOLN Mark V
Services Offered
53.
Coil John Glover,
Akswienvie owl Vinyl
Model 4 143
Loaded, extra sharp
ENER AL HOME
69.000 miles Michelin
licensed with 26
Wisp, Curfew trim
radial tires, $5,200 Call REPAIR 15 years exwork.
References.
per: experience.
perience Carpentry,
753-8780
Cail Will Id Bailey,
1978 PONTIAC La Manz concrete, plumbing,
Answering servic
753 0689
wagon 305 V-8, needs roofing, siding NO JOB
provided.
front cap. 56.000 actual TO SMALL Free estimates
Days
7153-41073.
miles 1976 Honda CB
380-T motorcycle, good nights 474-2276
-home repair?
condition
5-Speed VE715
bicycle built for two, Call 489-2557 or 436-5420
RANDY
MAGNAVOX C04704HP
like new Call Puryear No job to small Twenty
years experience
THORNTON
2$* Disports! Console
901-247-3789
AFT Color TV
HEATING AND AIR
Send
your
CONDITIONING INC.
• MX/200 chassis
packages the easy
DAILY
GOLD
PRICES
SILVER
&
1000 in-line matrix tube
way.
Silver
Gold
• One-knob electronic tuning
Use our convient
Free Estimates
• Automatic fine tuning
Closed
Closed
• Efficient 4 speaker
service We accept
Yesterday 345 25
Yesterday
7 41
%fibre Steam or
• Electronic voltage regulaho,
UPS packages for
Opened
Opened
Quick
Today
Today
shipment
347 00
7 67
Dry (honing.
Up
115
Up
26
COURT SQUARE

759-4899

SS

WE'!' BASEMENT, We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
4.2001 or call 1-442-2026

P.462.. 15

PAINTING

FOR SALE

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

This well located 1,2000
square foot structure is situated
on a lot with 80 feet frontage
on the well traveled Sycamore
connector street. This area was
recently re-zoned as a professional office zone, and it is our
understanding that a new clinic
is being built within 150 feet of
this property. It is sectioned off
into two bedrooms, dining
room, living room, kitchen,
one bath and a large room
upstairs. It has carpet and vinyl
floors, gas heat and city
utilities. The property would
make a desirable home,
however, we feel that the
highest and best use of the property is for an office building.
This property is selling at obsolute auction, subject only to
an existing mortgage.

753-7113

PiorveEn

trir-O

cArk sverwo

SALES CAREER

ROOFING!

15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

Location: 904 Sycamore
Street, Murray, Kentucky.

ROOFING

436-2999

OIERIer

TERMS: 20% down day of
sale with balance on
delivery of deed within 15
days.
OWNER: Richardo McDaniel

C.W. Shelton

REAL ESTATE &
AUCTION CO.
811 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY 42066
Phone (502) 247-1385
C.W. Shelton, Auctioneer

•

Dial-A-Service

NATIONAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER WEEK!

Taxi Cab Service

911

1 Week Only!

$249

Murny-Calloway
County Hospital

If

Remote $349

753-5131

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway Casty
Roscoe Saul

753-6952

$429

Remote $559

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

CLAYTON S

WAL-MART PLAZA PARIS, TN.
SOUTH 641 MURRAY, KY.

0010 A SKVIR CUST0'.'
.11W1i IRS OLYMPIC Pt A 7
I ?II;
A
SI
III PI 114..1, 1

51511•••••111•004 sod an,
rho. &mow 1.• ries sad ow
vfee 5. 1/bewv, mad C.M&Howy
Cemomv Oft Cheeteve.

753-6181

ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

Police
911

Upholstery (honing
753-5127

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps
753-3445
762-4792

Poison
Control
753-7588

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Kelley Tim Ainley
dies; funeral dies; funeral
rites today
held Sunday
Mrs. Christine Jones
Kelley. 68. of 100 South
13th St., Murray, died
Saturday at 3:45 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
She was a member of
the Memorial Baptist
Church and of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern
Star
Born Dec. 30, 1915. in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Randall Jones and
Dolie Patton Jones_
She is survived by her
husband. Sam Kelley, to
whom she was married
on May 2, 1937; two
sons. Dr. Ronald L.
Kelley and wife, Diana.
Paducah, and Dr. Sammy Kelley and wife,
Kathy, Louisville; three
grandchildren, Chris
Kelley, Jason Kelley
and Nathan Kelley.
Paducah.
Also surviving are one
sister. Mrs. Tempest
Paschall, Rt. 1, Murray; her parents-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. R.E.
Kelley, and a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Rosebud
George, Murray;
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral is today at
2:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Jerrell White of Union City,
Tenn., is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are
William Lawrence, Eddie Seay, Larry Stanton,
Pete Farley. Oatman
Farley and Dickie
Farley.
Burial will follow in
the West Fork
Cemetery.

Mrs. Joyce
dies; funeral
on Tuesday

Lawrence E
Lamb, M D

A balanced diet consists of a variety of foods from the four basic food
groups dairy peedects, fruits and
vegetables, the bread-and-cereal
group and meats
You need to get four servings from
all of these, except the meat group.
every day You need cooly two servings from the meat group I call this
the "4, 4, 4, 2 rule" for the number of
servings from each group
You should have fruit or fruit juice
to provide vitamin C every day, for
vitamin A. you need a pigmented
vegetable, such as carrots, spinach or
other orange- to dark-green items
every other day
In addition, you must get enough
calories to meet the calorie requirements for your lifestyle With an adequate number of servings from the
dairy and meat groups, you will get
enough complete protein. Milk is
rather important as a calcium source.
I have discussed these points in
greater detail in a new issue of The
Health Letter, Special Report 16, The
Balanced Diet, which I am sending
you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it to me
in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Three of us

ni:ayirdarfutdis"clebthera

wand

zeu adr}: President Reagan
reaches to Soviets
i

habits One drinks
first from
six cans of beer a day, but uses no
tobacco
-and-aumkes aoft
Another
but
of cigarettes
day
hall packs
doesn't drink The third neither
one
but
nor
chews
drinks,
smokes
pack of chewing tobacco a day In
your opinion, which of our bad habits
is the most dangerous'
DEAR READER — You might all
be struck by lightning on the golf
course or drown on one of your fishing tripe
Bad habits increase risk. That does
not mean they will kill you, just that
you are more likely to have a problem with heart disease, strokes or
cancer, to mention a few of the problems. But there will always be some
people who have bad habits, but good
luck.
I would need to know each of your
medical backgrounds to really judge
the effects of your habits. What is
your blood pressure, your cholesterol
and your ratio of good to bad cholesterol?
If pressed to evaluate the risk of
the habits, I would have to say that
cigarette smoking imposes the greatest risk, which doesn't mean I
approve of the other habits.

Services for Tim
Ainley were Sunday at 2
p.m in the chapel of the
Jackson Funeral Home,
Dukedom, Tenn. The
Rev. Bob Copeland and By Lawreace Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — My mother
the Rev. Steve Cavitt
insists that I eat eggs for breakfast
officiated
Pallbearers were for a balanced diet In fact, whenever
James Wyatt, Clarence I don't eat what she thinks I should
Ainley, Donnie eat, she tells me I must have a balanced diet — so I asked her what a
McGuire, Jimmy balanced diet is, and she really
Fagan, Presley Saddler couldn't answer me Exactly what is
and Billy Joe Saddler. a balanced diet' If you have a Health
Burial was in the Letter on this, I would like to read it
Acree Cemetery near Then maybe I'll know whether I realDukedom.
ly have to eat all the things my
Mr. /Wiley. 86, 708 mother thinks I should
DEAR READER — You do not
Anderson St., Mayfield,
died Friday evening at need to eat eggs to have a balanced
the Western Baptist diet There is a wide range of foods
you can choose from to achieve a balHospital, Paducah.
151111111PAPISI EPITISHPHISZ 0/161.
anced diet
A retired farmer, he
had been a resident of
Weakley County, Tenn.,
and Graves County all
of his life. He attended
the New Salem Baptist
Church.
WASHINGTON (AP) EPA is deflating the car is a Suzuki SA310 for the first time this
Born March 14, 1898,
— Japanese laboratory results for produced in Japan.
year as a "Golf" instead
in Weakley County,
automakers are main- the first time this year
The third -place of the Rabbit, continued
Tenn., he was the son of
taining their newly ac- to better reflect what a Nissan Sentra diesel got its fall from fourth place
the late C.J. Ainley and
quired reputation for motorist can expect in 45 mpg in city driving last year and first in
Ada Moore Ainley.
turning out the most real-world driving.
and 50 mpg on the 1983 to eighth in 1985,
He is survived by his
miserly of the gas
behind Toyoto's diesel
"Consumers wanted highway.
wife, Mrs. Faye Thompmisers, but, for the first more credible mileage
That was just slightly Corolla and Honda's
son ALnley ; one son,
time, Detroit also has figures and display of ahead of the most effi- four-seat Civic models.
Jerry Ainley and wife,
moved ahead of Ger- both a city and highway cient Ameican-made
For those auto afiJudith, and one grandmany in America's fuel number," said EPA car, the Ford Escort cionados whom the
daughter , Melissa
economy rankings.
spokeswoman Martha diesel and its sister, the price of gasoline or
Ainley, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
A two-seater Honda Casey.
Mercury Lynx, at 43 diesel fuel is no proone stepdaughter, Mrs.
Civic captured the EnSo, in addition to mpg city and 52 mpg blem, six Rolls Royce,
Shirley Gibson. and one
vironmental Protection deflating the laboratory highway. The engines two Jaguar and two
stepson, Donald Bynum.
Agency's top mileage results by 10 percent for for both cars are made Mercedes Benz models
Chicago, Ill.; five
rating for the second City driving and 22 per- In Japan by Mazda.
can out-guzzle any other
stepgrandchildren;
year in a row, followed cent for highway use,
In fifth place was new cars on the road.
three stepgreatby the Japanese-made the agency also is retur- Chevrolet's Chevette
Any of the Rolls, at 8
grandchildren.
Chevrolet Sprint and a ning to publishing both diesel, also sold as the and 9 mpg in the city,
diesel engine Nissan figures instead of com- Pontiac T1000, at 39 mpg will mount up an annual
Sentra among the 1985 bining them, as it has city and 47 mpg fuel cost of $2,083 based
models coming out this done since 1979
highway.
on driving 15,000 miles
fall,
The Volkswagon per year and a gasoline
The labels, required
But capturing fourth on every new diesel, being marketed price of $1.18 per gallon.
and fifth place ahead of automobile, also have
a Volkswagon, for the been redesigned to
first time since EPA make them more
Ham Sandwich, Tater Tots
SWAN LAKE, N.Y. began publishing the readable. That new
& Medium Drink
(AP) — For part of the ratings in 1973, are design, however, is opAmerican-made
$1
Fords
tional
this
year and will
time, they're just kids at
Good Through
camp, going on hikes and Chevrolets. Both not be required until the
Sept. 27th.
and learning to use those American models, 1986 models come out.
maps and compasses however, are powered Dealers also are reengines
by
diesel
proquired to make free
and taking part in
duced abroad.
guides comparing
sports.
The
gasoline-fueled
models with one another
But every day the
Honda
CRX-HF
Civic
available
in their
youngsters attend two
or three formal classes with a 1.5 liter engine showrooms.
recorded
49
miles
per
The three-cylinder
designed to improve
Place Ain't Fancy
academic skills in a gallon in EPA's city Chevrolet Sprint, a
'But
Sho Is Good Food!
driving
54
miles
test
and
"minicompact" that
special summer pro•
per gallon on its also is marketed as the
gram Camp Mogen
Pontiac Firefly, ranked
Avraham-Chaim Heller highway tests.
Last year, the two- second behind the Honhere has developed for
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
seater
Honda
Civic
with
da coupe, yielding 47
children with learning
disabilities. The camp is a 1.3 liter engine ranked mpg in the city and 53
sponsored by the first at 51 miles per mpg on the highway.
gallon. But the two Though marketed under
La Guardia Airport
Federation of Jewish
ratings cannot be com- American nameplates, opened in New York in
Philanthropies.
pared
directly
because
the gasoline-powered 1939.
Some 30 boys of
average and above intelligence with difficulties in reading.
writing and coordination are taking part in
the new program, which
INVESTMENTS
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
gives them the camp experience while making
learning "relaxed but
exciting," according to Industrial Average
124% +%
I.B.M
+5.19
David Lazerson, a staff Air Products
Jerrie('
17 unc
465/8 -3/4
member and learning Apple Computer
Johnson & Johnson
32% unc
/
4
26% -1
34% .%
disabilities specialist.
American Telephone
Kmart
18% + yi
Briggs & Stratton
Mary Kay Cesm.
10% unc
27 unc
52% unc
30% +%
Chrysler
J.C. Penney
Dollar Gen. Store
Penwalt
20 unc
331/s •Vs
Vodersl Stole !Market Sows Nor
Dupont
Quaker Oats
49 -3/8
... 693/8 -%
.1ro Hondoy. /September SI, ION
34%
/8
Ford
Sears
443 + 7
K•otorky Porelooe Ares Hog
22% 44
GA F
Stuart Hall
Korke4 Revert lachadro 4 Buying 5.
4%
noes Ronelpto• 401 IMO Eel. NO
+1
/
4
77% + 1%
General Motors
Texaco
Ildurovr• * GUIs Italy 1.111 slglor
37% +%
GenCorp, Inc
U.S. Tobacco
35%
Omni =door 460 oto•ody 411.15 Sieber
/
4
050-501 =ewe to 1 SO lower (Ivor SOO
27% 4.1
44% .1/8
Goodrich
Wal-Mart
Sm. 1.4111.65 loan.
/
4
WA +1
Goodyear
Wendy's
10% -1/s
144.1111411.54
IS 1 1 t141-11110 Sm.
some 44.75
Home Health
A.L. Williams
10 unc
1145.40-44.011
US 3 10/5210 Mo.
Care America
11.02
C.E.F. Yield
/
4
6% •1
US I
1145.54.44.10

Balanced diet
needs variety

Japanese keep fuel economy lead

Classes held
to improve
child's skills

UNITED NATIONS
(AP) — President
Reagan, reaching out to
the Soviet Union in this
election year, is proposing "a realistic, constructive, long-term
relationship" to reduce
weapons stockpiles and
improve prospects for
world peace
Having raised hackles
In the Kremlin and also
among segments of the
American public by denouncing the Soviets as
"an evil empire,"
Reagan assumed the
mantle of peacemaker
today in a closely.
watched speech to the
United Nations General
Assembly.
He said the United
States was not only
ready to reach an accommodation with
Moscow, but was determined to reduce tensions in the Middle East,
Central America,
southern Africa and
other troubled regions
in the world — and he
welcomed Soviet
cooperation.
"Today, let us dare to
speak of a future that is
right and hopeful and
can be ours. If only we
seek it," he said in
prepared remarks. "I
believe that future is far
nearer than most of us
would dare to hope."
Reagan said with U.S.
strength rebuilt "we are

ready for constructive
negotiations with the
Soviet Union."
Reagan foreshadowed
his speech with brief
remarks Sunday night
at a reception he gave
for visiting foreign of
ficials He said "my
country will not shirk
the hard work or ration
its good will in our effort
to deal with our differences peacefully
And we will ask other
nations to make the
same commitment."
Even more directly,
he said the United
States "wants nothing
less than a realistic,
constructive, long-term
relationship with the
Soviet Union" in which
nuclear and other
weapons could be
reduced.
While Reagan has
taken a conciliatory
stance occasionally in
the past, a hard-line approach to the Soviet
Union has colored U.S.
foreign policy In his
nearly four years in the
White House.
Negotiations to
reduce nuclear and
other weapons are in
suspension, cultural and
scientific agreements
have lapsed, and Just a
year ago Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei
Gromyko chose not to
attend the U.N. session
when he was barred
from flying here in a
Aeroflot -Nline.

CARRIER
NEEDED

99

41\

Mrs. Elsie Joyce, 73,
Rt. 1, Hardin, died Sunday at 12:40 a.m. at the
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
She and her husband,
Thelbert Joyce, had
operated a grocery
store on Highway 80 in
Marshall County. Prior
to this the couple had
operated Four Oaks
Grocery at Golden
Pond.
Mrs. Joyce was a
member of the
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church.
Born May 21, 1911. in
Trigg County. she was
the daughter of the late
Cilous Higgins and
Mamie Cothern
Higgins.
Survivors are her husband, Thelbert Joyce, to
whom she was married
on Dec. 31, 1937; two
daughters, Mrs Earl
(Ella Mae ) Crump and
Mrs. Thomas
(Katherine ) Balentine.
and one son. Tony Joyce
and wife. Ann, all of Rt.
1, Hardin.
Two sisters, Mrs.
Hale (Leenora) Crump,
Rt. 3. Cadiz, and Mrs.
Jim (Mildred) Allen,
Rt. 1. Hardin. also sur1141-11111 Ho.
vive, along with three US 5.3 311111TIO Ho.
544.1545.54
grandchildren. Spencer Soon
US 1.3 SWIM Mr.
Balentine, Troy Joyce us 13 304-464
MUNICIPAL BONDS
and Tracy Joyce.
STOCKS
MUTUAL FUNDS
US I 1 4611540 lbs.
Services will be Tues- US
1 DOWN Ho.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
day at 2 p.m. in the US 1.3 swim
chapel of the Blalock - Nan 1130-31.50
Coleman Funeral
Home.
..
The Rev. Otis Jones
at. gamut.
amp rat Omit MIME'
and the Rev. Frank
lariCI Man
Intl Osseto. allliata
Myers will officiate.
Mrs Oneida White will
be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in
.-r.-the Ferguson Springs
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today ( Mpnday.

Bar-B-Q & Burgers

From Murray To Hazel

Apply In Person
At The Murray
Ledger & Times

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

Hog market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

4

1981 Olds Cutlass
T-Top, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Air Conditioning, Automatic,
Tilt, Cruise, Power Seats, and Rally
Wheels.
'7877

NDWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVROLET
753-2617
•

.

641 S. Murray
•

Sponsored
by the
Calloway County
Humane Society

If Johnny
can't read,
is it because
you didn't
write?
This is your chance to let your voice be heard on the quality
of education in Kentucky schools. The Prichard Committee, a group of Kentucky parents, employers, and citizens
committed to Academic Improvement,invites you to share
with us your ideas including:
• How can your schools do a better job for your child!
• How would you like to become involved?
Please jot down your ideas, and let us know what county
you're from.
Improvements won't come overnight, but by working
together, we can identify the problems, seek solutions, and
find new directions to progress.
You'll be taking a step toward improving not only our
schools, but also our future. Then if Johnny still can't read,
you won't wonder if it's because you didn't write.
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